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I have been profoundly concerned about mathaba.net’s reporting on Libya.

My critiques have focused exclusively on the ever-widening chasm between the facts in Libya and the
imperialist propaganda that mathaba.net publish.

Between my own investigations and those of people loyal to the Great Socialist People’s Libyan Arab
Jamahiriya, verified information has emerged that must be presented to truth seekers, anti-imperialists and
pro-Jamahiriya activists.

As my mathaba.net insider contact recently explained,

LaRouche runs a network of right wing and extremist groups who are usually anti-semetic.
They are an extreme nationalist group who claim that the world is being run by a conspiracy
of Jews, the Vatican, the British royal family and certain wealthy American families. They
favour a reintroduction of protectionist economic policy including a new gold standard for
currencies. There is a semblence of similarity to Gadaffi’s policies in Libya (pre war), but
when you get down to it the Third Universal Theory and LaRouche are very far apart.

The LaRouche movement has a history of taking over existing political movements in a hostile
way, this is how they operate.

A simple comparison of LaRouche’s theories, platforms etc… to mathaba.net’s green charter
etc… shows they are almost identical.

If anyone would like additional background information on the LaRouche Movement, I recommend Nazis
Without Swastikas, LaRouche and the New American Fascism and LaRouche’s Private CIA.

Nina Westbury has taken upon herself,

a project to thwart and broadcast the attempts of anti-Libyan movements aiming to covertly
operate within and harm pro-Jamahiriya spheres.

The following is the first of a multi-part investigative series from Infiltrator’s Exposed. Nina has included links
and evidence that support each of her discoveries.

Alexandra Valiente
Editor of Libya 360° and Viva Libya!

A COLLABORATIVE PROJECT TO REVEAL TRUE INTENTIONS OF FAKE “GREEN”
SITES CREATED BY INTELLIGENCE AGENCIES

Infiltrators Exposed would like to thank Libya 360 reader Yousef who first revealed the links
between Mathaba and the LaRouche movement.

Nina Westbury

Mathaba.net Caboose On LaRouche Express

When tracing the steps that led to Mathaba’s stunning rebuke of Muammar Gaddafi at the outset of the
NATO-backed ‘uprising,’ “The Death of the Jamahiriya,” the links between the self-styled “voice for the
revolutionary people’s committees movement” and neo-Nazi groups became well-established.
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The Death Of The Jamahirya
Click Image For Full Screen View

Infiltrators Exposed would now like to highlight Mathaba’s affiliation with another anti-Gaddafi group, the
LaRouche movement, and how this further substantiates Mathaba’s involvement with the white-nationalist
milieu.

Mathaba Publishes LaRouche Material

Click image to enlarge. Mathaba republishes LPAC-Clinton puff piece.

Most notably, Mathaba reprinted a pro-Hillary Clinton article from the LPAC website in 2008.
LaRouche PAC continues to shill for Hillary Clinton, even after her term as Secretary of State in
which she pushed for war on Libya. Their latest article calling on New Hampshire voters to “draft
Hillary” was published on December 20, 2011 — two months after the assassination of Muammar
Gaddafi, an event that Hillary Clinton found very amusing.

Overthrowing the revolutionary government of the Socialist People’s Libyan Arab Jamahiriya and replacing it
with an undemocratic puppet regime loyal to the U.S. and its corporate backers has been a longtime goal
for U.S. imperialists, and would have been attempted regardless of which party or which capitalist politician
held the imperial Presidency. Instead of condemning imperialism, LaRouche sows illusions in certain
figures in the Democratic Party — even ones like Hillary Clinton who lobby most vigorously for war.

MORE EXAMPLES OF MATHABA PUBLISHING LAROUCHE MATERIAL: (screenshots have been saved in
the event of ‘scrubbing’)
“Obama the British Puppet: The Projected Genocide for Africa”
“Hillary Will ‘Work With Other Governments to Solve Food Crisis’”
“The End of Free Trade: Revolt Against British Policy”
“LaRouche in Washington Post”
FROM STROMFRONT: “Mathaba: LaRouche Movement Catching Fire”
The BAE Systems Affair and the Anglo-Dutch Imperial Slime Mold

LaRouche Hated Libya From the Beginning
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Click image to enlarge. Lyndon LaRouche discusses his plan to “oust Qaddafi quickly” and claims that the
revolutionary leader suffers from mental illness.

Hook line and sinker, LaRouche PAC bought into the “Arab Spring” media campaign and immediately took
an extremely anti-Gaddafi stance. An LPAC reporter interviewed a handful of anti-Gaddafi protesters in
Washington D.C. on February 23, 2011, who had come there to ask for military intervention in Libya. “We
really need the help of the United States, the help of the world, the help of the UN,” one ‘protester’ says.

Evidently, the NATO aggression in Libya threw LaRouche off course. While viciously condemning “British
crown puppets” of making deals with “dictator” Gaddafi, they claimed to oppose the military intervention —
yet hailed the anti-Gaddafi rhetoric of Secretary of State Clinton and Defense Secretary Gates and blamed
the bulk of the Libya bloodbath on President Obama.

Now that it is apparent that the LaRouche movement refuses to condemn imperialists, the
question becomes: why would a so-called pro-Jamahiriya news outlet like Mathaba lend their
support to the confused personality cult known as LaRouche PAC?

Click image to enlarge. LaRouche PAC hails the warmongering rhetoric of Hillary Clinton and Robert Gates,
while maintaining that Obama is a “dysfunctional president” with “a wife who is even worse.” Ask yourself

who holds more responsibility for the war on Libya: Michelle Obama or Hilary Clinton?

Just two days after Gaddafi’s brutal murder, LaRouche PAC declared him “an expendable
imperial asset.”

White Supremacist Promotes LaRouche Movement on Mathaba

Click image to enlarge. Notice the blue URL that shows the page is from the white supremacist Vanguard
News Network. While that link is no longer active, VNN still is.

The piece “LaRouche Movement Catching Fire,” which can now only be located on Stormfront, was written
by Bill White, a neo-Nazi who organized white supremacist rallies in Toledo, Ohio. He is listed as a
Mathaba news contributor, and in his letter it appears that Mathaba asked him to write for the site.
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Declaration Of White Independence From “White America Has Found Its Mind”
Click Image For Full Screen View

Related: LaRouche and the Chiapas Paramilitaries

When searching for other articles by “Bill White” on Mathaba, this one came up, though he is not listed as
the author. Nonetheless, it exposes Mathaba’s hateful ideology. “White America Has Found Its Mind”

Click image to enlarge.

As a Pan-Africanist who fought not only for the independence of Africa, but for revolutionary movements
worldwide, the late Muammar Gaddafi has an inspiring record as a champion of equality for all peoples,
vehemently opposed to racism and all of its ugly manifestations.

About these ads
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Rate this:       223 Votes

Share this:

← NATO BACKED REGIME SENDS ARMY TO
STOP CLASHES IN SOUTHEAST LIBYA

London Conference on Somalia to Plan Course for
Neo-Colonial Control →

Category : LIBYA, NATO, NTC

107 THOUGHTS ON “THE GREAT SOCIALIST PEOPLE’S LIBYAN ARAB JAMAHIRIYA
VS MATHABA.NET”

Nina Westbury on February 21, 2012 at 2:45 am said:

The author of “White America Has Found Its Mind” has written more than 10 articles for Mathaba yet was
never mentioned as a contributor on their official list. His name is Kyle McDermott.

James on February 21, 2012 at 3:32 am said:

Kyle McDermott is a regular contributer to VNN

Free Saif on February 21, 2012 at 4:33 am said:

Thanks to Nina for a great article.

Can I make the following suggestion?

“When tracing the steps that led to Mathaba’s stunning rebuke of Muammar Gaddafi at the outset of the
NATO-backed ‘uprising,’ “The Death of Jamahiriya,” the links between the self-styled “voice for the
revolutionary people’s committees movement” and neo-Nazi groups became well-established.”

It might be established for those who’ve taken time to sift through the reports on Infiltrators Exposed but
there needs to be a summary article on the Nazi connections and an exploration of mathaba.net’s
contributers. Some need the obvious spelled out and placed in order so they can absorb it.

When I read “White America Has Found Its Mind”, it was a classic circumambulating piece that was
logically hard to follow but the theme was clearly hateful, especially “the declaration of white
independence”. He prequels the declaration with the statement this is “A Weltanschauung
Revolution”….intentional echoes of Hitler’s Mein Kampf…”the program of a Weltanschauung represents a
declaration of war against an existing order of things, against present conditions, in short, against the
established Weltanschauung.”

The reason why Black Agenda Report and African Americans like Cynthia McKinney support mathaba.net
eludes me as much as how pro-jamahiriya activists remain convinced they are the “voice for the
revolutionary people’s committees movement”.

There’s no connection between mathaba.net and the Libyan World Mathaba. That should be stated and
verified to separate them from the legitimate organization.

I had no idea about LaRouche. Many thanks to Yousef.

Alexandra on April 7, 2012 at 12:43 am said:

Free Saif,

CM: “…when I was in the Congress… As a Southerner, I—and as someone who had to get votes
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—not lose them—I needed the endorsement of a leader in the community and he was a Klan
member and I had no choice. I asked him for his support—and I got it! (After I sat there for over
an hour and he described to me how “confused” the people were because of the way they judged
the Ku Klux Klan to be racist!)”
Source

Also See:
The Ku Klux Klan
The Ku Klux Klan: A History Of Racism And Violence

LAROUCHE’S DECEPTIVE ATTEMPTS TO WIN SUPPORT FROM BLACK
LEADERS

How LaRouche fooled black and white politicians and activists into treating him as a legitimate
Democrat.
What in the world was Conyers thinking?
A politician who should have known better, but didn’t.
African-Americans for LaRouche: The Mann-Chestnut Hearings (1995)
LaRouche makes bid for African-American support during Presidential campaign trip to St. Louis
(2003).
Rev. James Bevel attempts to introduce LaRouche as a guest speaker at a Nation of Islam
sponsored gathering (1996)
“No Compromise with Racism” (Columbus Free Press, 1997)

KKK member Roy Frankhouser (deceased), was a key collaborator with Lyndon LaRouche.

LAROUCHE, MATHABA.NET AND THE KU KLUX KLAN

Nicholas Goodrick-Clarke (Black Sun: Aryan Cults, Esoteric Nazism and the Politics of Identity,
NYU Press, 2002, p.292) states that in the late 1970s Robert Pash was the Australian contact
for the US-based Aryan Nations, and also distributed KKK propaganda. In the ’80s, Pash
circulated al-Gaddafi’s Green Book, and later helped establish mathaba.net’s Australian
People’s Congress.

The Klan is listed on mathaba.net’s Nazi links page:

LaRouche and the Ku Klux Klan.
LaRouche had Klansmen on his payroll long before he hired Rev. Bevell in 1992 to help him gain
entre to the civil rights community. Details on this Klan connection are from “Night Riders to the
Rescue,” Chapter 21 of Lyndon LaRouche and the New American Fascism.
Praise for LaRouche (1984) from Klan leader and anti-busing bomber Robert Miles.
Arch-segregationist and neo-Nazi J.B. Stoner claims (1977) that the LaRouchians approached
him about forming a political alliance.
LaRouche’s security staff spied on anti-Klan conference.
Leading neo-Nazi Robert Miles hails LaRouche as an “instinctive” white supremacist (1986).

The Klan, in recent years, have melded with numerous organizations globally that promote white
supremacy via the New Right Nazi movement. In Australia they emerged via political parties
such as One Nation and Australia First. The Klan is active in Canada and the UK.

The author of this featured mathaba.net homophobic piece (http://www.mathaba.net/news/?
x=630078) is a member of the Australian Independent Alliance. The AIA and the Australian
Freedom Foundation are offshoots of One Nation. One Nation is an offshoot of LaRouche’s
Australian Citizens Electoral Council.

http://www.rickross.com/reference/larouche/larouche9.pdf

Compartmentalization and multiple associated organizations is the modus operandi, making the
true nature of these groups more difficult to identify in isolation…unless you are prepared to do
the research!

Morgaine on April 11, 2012 at 4:17 am said:

My greatest challenge was trying to grasp why the African diaspora were taken in. The
answer is incredibly disturbing and one I hadn’t considered.

Another point you made that has me asking more questions is the host of organizations with
different names, all affiliates of the same.

Hakomi on April 14, 2012 at 4:02 am said:

“CM: …when I was in the Congress… As a Southerner, I—and as someone who had to get
votes—not lose them—I needed the endorsement of a leader in the community and he was a
Klan member and I had no choice. I asked him for his support—and I got it! (After I sat there
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for over an hour and he described to me how “confused” the people were because of the way
they judged the Ku Klux Klan to be racist!)”

I found something today where Cynthia refers to addressing white supremacists and explains
her conscious intention of bringing opposing forces together to defeat imperialism.

It’s the 13th video down at the 1 min. mark, in a presentation she made with Splitting The
Sky.

Free Saif on April 16, 2012 at 2:17 am said:

Hate groups are populated by psychopaths. Negotiating with them is futile.

The psychopathology of hate groups
http://findarticles.com/p/articles/mi_m2194/is_3_72/ai_99696469/

Michael on February 21, 2012 at 6:02 am said:

Mathaba have regularly attacked your website. Whatever they said about Libya 360 was never supported by
evidence.

The Libya war stripped the facade away from many organizations and media outlets.

Many websites fell to imperialist ideological takeover of the fake left, including antiwar.com. When media fail
in their responsibility to tell the truth it’s up to readers to take them to task for it.

Mathaba.net’s as pro-Libya as antiwar.com is anti-war.

Alexandra on February 26, 2012 at 11:36 pm said:

Why “Fake Green” Sites Lie About Saif al Islam’s Status

Warrior Rising on February 19, 2013 at 6:54 am said:

Alexandra don’t forget Christof Lehman’s insane reports about the resistance and his lies
about Saif and Zintan.

Matt Keenan on March 17, 2013 at 9:46 am said:

There’s more disinfo this week about Saif Gaddafi.

Saif Al Islam in prison: Red bull,honey and sunbathing

@alfateh69 claims to be Libyan, born and raised in Tripoli. There’s no evidence on his
website or twitter that indicates that’s fact.

The article:

“Pending his trial next month, according to revelations the Libyan prosecution lived Saif
Al Islam Gaddafi, who is wanted internationally, lives a life not very different from his life
outside of normal families, he has his breakfast honey and “tuna” and drink “Red Bull”
booster, There is exercise instruments in the room of the prison in Zintan,
Libya.Gaddafi has been in his cell, good treatment by his captors, under the
supervision of Ajami Ali to Otaira, the battalion commander who arrested him, on 19
November 2011 in the Libyan desert, in Zintan 180 km away, from the capital of
Tripoli.According to testimonies to the Security Guard of Saif Al Islam Gaddafi, moved
for “Arabic. Net” media Algerian Djamel to Uraibi, who met the guard Balzntan, at the
end of June, the “treatment meted Saif Al Islam imposed by the Sharia Islamic religion
which advocates not to insult the captive.”In the details of the life of Saif al-Islam, says
Ajami Ali Otaira “Gaddafi’s son is found in good health, he underwent successful
surgery on the infected hand, where it was to heal the wounds of his fingers, thumb
and index finger and the middle.”Ajami revealed that “a medical team was brought
before him specially from Tripoli and was transferred to his cell in Zintan, and he
underwent the operation inside the prison.”According Security Guard Saif al-Islam
Gaddafi, Valoser required internationally now, exists in a secret prison in the city of
Zintan, a “great room, bathroom and patio allows him to walk and sit in the sun, as it is
practiced sports on a daily basis.”With respect to Saif al-Islam in captivity, official
adds, “we give him the morning meal” Tuna “and honey, he asked us a lot to bring
honey and juice Red Bull”.It was requested by Saif al-Islam by his bodyguard “for
reading books, religious books on the Hanbali school,” adds Al-Ajmi said “his books
are also available in English handed him some international organizations who visited
him in prison.”Returning to the arrest incident lawyer Saif al-Islam Gaddafi, Australian
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Melinda Taylor in the ninth of last June, it was revealed Ajami Ali Otaira that the reason
for her detention is that it “been discovered and camera GPS device in her
possessions, as well as the signing of Saif al-Islam on the white papers.”During the
inspection, especially for this lawyer, to this purpose at the request of the battalion
Zintan, all the inspections to be done by Libyan woman who was brought to her “after
the inspections was also found hidden message tightly in her underwear.The secret of
maintaining Saif al-Islam Gaddafi in Zintan, allowance than transferred to Tripoli, the
capital, is the “fear of enabling Gaddafi’s son to escape or kill him instead of his
trial.”And there are those who say that “Zintan tribe has tribal Old agreement with
tribes of Bani Walid belongs Saif al-Islam Gaddafi to one of them a Qaddafia tribe
extended until Sirte, prevent fighting between them or harm to members of the two
tribes.”

Libya 360° on March 19, 2013 at 10:09 am said:

Matt,

I do not know the owner of the blog but he is with mathaba.net.

I appreciate you bringing this to my attention. Of course this article is not
true. The same blogger published the following false story a few months
ago:

Countering The Propaganda That Saif Is Safe, Exonerated From Crimes
And Being Taken Out Of The Country For Medical Treatment

Not only do I question his motives for deceiving his readers, I also question
why anyone would believe it when abundant evidence exists that proves the
contrary. Take note of who “likes” and comments on these articles; all with
mathaba.net or hostile intelligence.

While they provide an outward appearance of caring about Saif, they are in
truth his mortal enemies.

These reports are accurate:

Saif Has Been Repeatedly Interrogated Without Counsel

This second report also shows Saif on trial in Zintan on trumped up
charges of conspiracy against the state.

Libya Charges Saif Al Islam Gaddafi and His Defense Team With
Conspiracy Against the State

Finally, if he is being treated well, why has he no access to legal
counsel of his choice or permitted contact with family and friends?

Anything I write about the status of prisoners is monitored by the
Libyan Revolutionary Committee. I also send articles and appeals
for the political prisoners to them for editing. If they ask for changes
I make them. They are working with legal advisors and to the best of
my ability, I am publishing truthful reports of the prisoner’s status
and updates.

Sabina Guevara on March 20, 2013 at 3:20 am said:

Alexandra don’t ever doubt that you work makes a difference. When
alfateh69 first posted “Libya – The Criminal Court of the mujahid Zenten
has cleared Seif El Islam Gaddafi charges of murder and requested his
release (December 18, 2011)” he said “don’t worry his safer in Libya than
going abroad but his hand is already fixed!”

His hand wasn’t fixed.

Then he added, “he has a very good lawyer, but when you have to play
with politics you will also have to blackmail!!! ”

He didn’t have a lawyer and even Human Rights Watch was asking for
one.

With his latest stunt he’s trying to maneuver public opinion in favor of
holding Saif’s trial in Libya instead of the ICC. This is coming from the
mathaba.net organization who admitted on their own website they
wanted to execute Saif by hanging him in a public square.
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Nina Westbury on February 23, 2012 at 1:34 am said:

This is an image of Mathaba contributor “Bill White.” I am not making this up.

Alexandra on February 23, 2012 at 3:09 am said:

Interesting find Nina.

I inserted his picture into the post and noticed this very informative page on the website that
hosted the image (Southern Poverty Law Center). Anyone who wants a map of the various hate
groups inside the US can refer to it.

On their intelligence report, Bill White is quoted as saying,

“Lynch the Jena 6. If these niggers are released or acquitted, we will find out where they live and
make sure that white activists and white citizens in Louisiana know it, we’ll mail directions to
their homes to every white man in Louisiana if we have to in order to find someone willing to
deliver justice.”
— Overthrow.com website, 2007″

On September 22, 2007, the FBI opened an investigation of Overthrow.com because it listed the
addresses of five of the Jena Six and the telephone numbers of family members “in case anyone
wants to deliver justice.” According to an FBI spokeswoman, the website “essentially called for
their lynching.” Black activist Al Sharpton claimed that some of the families have continuously
received threatening and harassing phone calls.

“Sometimes you just have to murder blacks — and, frankly, the killing needs to start with the
black leaders and NAACP activists… . I know where my local NAACP ‘leaders’ live — do you?”
— Overthrow.com, 2007

Nina Westbury on February 23, 2012 at 4:31 am said:

Mathaba published fellow white supremacist Curt Maynard’s defense of Bill White. It was
originally on Maynard’s blog, so Mathaba was apparently reading that and thought it
appropriate to add it to their site. In 2010 Maynard murdered his wife and then shot himself.

Meena Sovjani on February 28, 2012 at 4:33 am said:

LaRouche movement explained includes Mathaba in their list of related sites.

Related websites
Archive of articles from the “American Almanac”
http://AboutSudan.com A compendium of news and LaRouche writings on Africa
Mathaba.Net, an Internet news service

This article explains how fascist nationalists and white supremacists infiltrated the anarchist movement.
The same applies to how they managed to infiltrate other movements much like LaRouche operates.
National Anarchism Trojan Horse for White Nationalism

Alexandra on April 7, 2012 at 1:52 am said:

Well Known LaRouche Quotes & Links

“Tribal peoples, such as those in the Amazon, have a “likeness to a lower beast“.

Native Americans:
“Was it… correct for the American branch of European humanist culture to absorb the
territories occupied by a miserable, relatively bestial culture of indigenous Americans?
Absolutely.”

Homosexuals:
“Those who lynch homosexuals will be remembered as the only force which acted to save the
human species from extinction“.

LAROUCHE’S TIES TO KLANSMEN AND OTHER WHITE SUPREMACISTS

LaRouche and the Ku Klux Klan.
Praise for LaRouche (1984) from Klan leader and anti-busing bomber Robert Miles.
Arch-segregationist and neo-Nazi J.B. Stoner claims (1977) that the LaRouchians approached
him about forming a political alliance.
LaRouche’s security staff spied on anti-Klan conference.
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Leading neo-Nazi Robert Miles hails LaRouche as an “instinctive” white supremacist (1986).
LaRouche’s EIR (intelligence newsweekly) supports the old apartheid security forces and their
schemes during the transition to majority rule (1994_.

RACISM AGAINST BLACKS, ASIANS, NATIVE AMERICANS AND THE
INDIGENOUS PEOPLES OF LATIN AMERICA

“Zombie Killers Out of Control” (June 1974).
LaRouche is really not fond of black mothers.
Cleansing the continent of “miserable” and “bestial” cultures.
“Drunken Indians”?
Subhuman orientals?
“Monkeys and baboons”?
Mayan beast-men and Amazon zoo people?
If they get uppity, kill ‘em.
Subhuman music?
“The Racist Roots of Mad Melvin.”

THE LAROUCHE CULT’S EXPLOITATION OF ITS BLACK MEMBERS

LaRouche and Sheila Jones
LaRouche and Amelia Robinson
More on Amelia Robinson
Amelia Robinson tours Italy for LaRouche
LaRouche’s token blacks: manipulated, intimidated, treated as pawns

LAROUCHE’S DECEPTIVE ATTEMPTS TO WIN SUPPORT FROM BLACK
LEADERS

How LaRouche fooled black and white politicians and activists into treating him as a legitimate
Democrat.
What in the world was Conyers thinking?
A politician who should have known better, but didn’t.
African-Americans for LaRouche: The Mann-Chestnut Hearings (1995)
LaRouche makes bid for African-American support during Presidential campaign trip to St. Louis
(2003).
Rev. James Bevel attempts to introduce LaRouche as a guest speaker at a Nation of Islam
sponsored gathering (1996)
“No Compromise with Racism” (Columbus Free Press, 1997)

LAROUCHE’S SUPPORT FOR APARTHEID SOUTH AFRICA

LaRouche’s EIR weekly supports apartheid regime military strikes against the African National
Congress (1986).
LaRouche’s followers disrupt a Catholic bishops’ press conference against apartheid (1984).
LaRouche’s relationship to apartheid South Africa’s Bureau of State Security (1979 article).
More on LaRouche and the apartheid regime (1979)
LaRouche’s Fusion Energy Foundation announces a conference (1978) to promote economic
development in South Africa.
LaRouche’s weekly newspaper hails South African Prime Minister John Vorster’s Oct. 19, 1977
crackdown on “nearly every organization considered part of the country’s ‘black consciousness’
movement.”
LaRouche to white workers: “Soon, you will lose your job–probably to a ‘welfare loafer,’ a…dope
fiend…some gang member brought in from a ghetto neighborhood.”
Internal memo of LaRouche group (Aug. 10, 1973) lays plans for a “mop up” campaign against
black activists.

Sabina on February 29, 2012 at 12:53 am said:

I think it’s important that this investigation go farther given the relationship between Adam King’s
organization and LaRouche and the connections to mathaba.net and the global neo-Nazi movement’s
paramilitaries. They are a new right recruitment center, not a pro-Jamahiriya news agency.

Alexandra on April 3, 2012 at 11:24 pm said:
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Blind Glorification of “Green Libya” and Libyans in general – click to open full page view 
http://www.mathaba.net/news/?x=630094

mathaba.net express appalling contempt for the Libyan people and deny the legitimacy of their struggle
to overcome extreme hardships under NATO occupation and their heroic efforts to topple the
imperialists.

::Quote::

“…some reports…indicated that the majority of the Libyans only watched…NATO’s bombings in utter
astonishment…instead of arming themselves…in order to defeat the enemies…many…observed the
destruction of their country and the massacre of their nationals… This left the defense to the
professional armed forces…and a minority of volunteers who were poorly coordinated and lacked
secure communications and other essential resources…the result of many years of previous
mismanagement.

…It is apparent, that the aim to bring back a “Libyan” Jamahiriya, and the idea that holding of a Libyan
passport, or having Libyan “blood” is the priority objective, is…a waste of time…The horizons need to
be expanded, to embrace the expertise around the world, which exists not in a small population of
Libya, but among the millions world wide who long for a Universal Jamahiriya. Such will be sorely
disappointed if they meet with real Libyans.

Unless the Al-Fateh Revolution will be thoroughly revived in a broader pan-African and universal sense,
this situation will not change and the Libyan people will continue to be slaves of a terrorist-backed
puppet regime which has found breeding ground in laziness, carelessness and unawareness of the
meaning of direct participatory democracy as explained in the Green Book.”

::End Quote::

This is not only a falsification of history but a denial of present realities.

This article reveals how little mathaba.net know about Libyans and how poorly informed they are about
the courageous efforts being made by the people to take back their nation.

mathaba.net have never spoken of the LPNM or posted their well composed declaration.

Founding Declaration Of The Libyan Popular National Liberation Movement

At the present time the country is overrun with enemy forces on the ground and unrelenting terror
attacks. The Libyan people are pursuing their own strategy of resolving an unimaginably oppressive
situation with dignity. They need support. A global revolution would certainly help but not one that
excludes the Libyan people.

Michael on April 10, 2012 at 11:40 pm said:

Mathaba claim Gaddafi didn’t write the green book.

“The Green Book, most if not all editions of it, carry the name Mu’ammar al-Qathafi on the cover, in
gold letters. One would assume therefore that to be the name of the author. Qathafi did not write the
book. He simply signed off on its cover, and took part in discussions.”

The self-appointed “Director of the World Centre for the Studies and Researches on The
Green Book and the Third Universal Theory” goes on to say,

“at home in Libya, Colonel Mu’ammar al-Qathafi and his minions as well as his wayward playboy
and bully sons and security forces, nepotism and corruption, had decided that The Green Book was
a threat to them. They decided it seems, that the people did not deserve democracy…So, slowly,
Qathafi’s minions took away all power, but in the guise of fighting corruption and extending people’s
power.”
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He continues to refer to Pash, the KKK-LaRouche agent who founded the Australian
People’s Committees,

“Libyans handed over all ownership of the Cultural Centre in Melbourne to an Aussie named Robert
Pash. Robert Pash (aka Rashid Pash) understood the direct democracy concept of The Green
Book. He used the Cultural Centre photocopy machine to produce publications, which were the pre-
runner to the New Dawn magazine. Things were going really well at this stage for The Green Book
and it’s Third Universal Theory — third historically in terms of direct rule, then representative
intermediaries, and lastly direct democracy the final fruit in the struggle for people’s power. But also
third in terms of ideology as in Capitalism, Communism, and finally People’s Power as the third
alternative.”

Then he says Qathafi advocated for a purification of the committees. I guess he figured out
who these knaves were and ousted them.

“As a result, Robert Pash in Australia ended up having to disappear and live in Europe for many
years because the Australian authorities were chasing him for massive debts and unpaid bills
incurred by the Cultural Centre, because the budget from Libya due to corruption by the head of the
Libyan Embassy in Kuala Lumpur who pocketed all this money, never reached Australia. That
individual as well as many others known to us, such as Colonel Tariq Al Hudeiri of Libyan intelligence
and “security” for Saif Al Islam al Qathafi, have never faced punishment for their crimes of gross theft.
”

Then he goes on about the Green book becoming scorned in Libya,

“Direct democracy was phased out of Libya and ironically a prediction of The Green Book came true,
as we witness today the uprising in Libya of people who have not been able to form true revolutionary
committees and oust the pretenders, nor to take back the People’s Conferences into their hands,
nor to use the Great Green Charter on Human Rights and Freedoms which they themselves
legislated in the 1980′s. They have forgotten The Green Book which became a dirty word in Libya
because it has the name of Qathafi on its cover, wrongly so as pointed out earlier, and they too are
inflamed by passion, feelings, but without direction.”

He says the book was altered from the original.

Click on image to open full screen view.
http://www.mathaba.net/news/?x=626002?rss

Emerald on April 12, 2012 at 2:36 am said:

That explains a part of their history that never made sense. Digging into the connections with
Pash, this guy Duncan Roads comes up and both seem to have several publications
connected to Mathaba. New Dawn and Nexus embrace esoteric Nazism. I recall satanist
Troy Southgate (Mathaba contributor Welf Herfuth’s mentor) and his Rose Noir network.

http://www.mathaba.net/news/?x=585400
http://www.mathaba.net/news/?x=543226?related

Southgate
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National-Anarchism

I think the VNN might be another Mathaba’s news service not just an affiliate.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Esoteric_Nazism

ROBERT PASH

“Pash became a member of Aryan Nations and published his own paper named Vanguard but
in 1983 he adopted Libyan “Third Universal Theory.” He also ran his own Australian National
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Vanguard [ANV}/ Australian People’s Congress [APC] group from 1982-1988. Pash led
various delegations to Libya and “retained a Libyan stipend.” In 1987 the ANV became the
APC. In 1988, Pash first helped arrange a trip to Libya by British members of the National
Front [including Nick Griffin. These events were covered extensively at the time by the British
publication Searchlight. He then arranged trips to Libya for the Australian SWP leaders. 1988-
91, Pash founded New Dawn magazine.

It also turns out that Pash was a friend of Louis Farrakhan, who also maintained close ties to
both LaRouche and Libya.

The LaRouche movement created during the first Gulf War The Committee to Save the
Children in Iraq (CSCI). An Australian group called “the South Movement” also ran a
committee with the same name in Melbourne that distributed LaRouche literature.

The CSCI is also associated with the Australian People’s Conference Congress led by former
far-right activist Robert Pash. Mr. Pash, an APC colleague, and two South Movement activists
were signatories to a US Committee to Save the Children in Iraq appeal, published by the
LaRoucheites and released in early 1992. The Australian People’s Conference magazine, The
New Dawn, has reprinted LaRouche material and Mr. Pash was quoted in the New Federalist
as supporting LaRouche’s claims of innocence.”

In April 1991 yet another Pash front group (the Australian Green Institute) put out a special
report defending LaRouche as George Bush’s “political prisoner.” Pash also sold LaRouche
books like Railroad. ”

http://factnet.org/vbforum/showthread.php?12941-LaRouche-continued-6/page84

Meena Sovjani on June 12, 2012 at 7:45 am said:

“New Dawn and Nexus embrace esoteric Nazism. ”

On this broadcast from Mathaba they interview Sahib Bleher who co-authored a book,
Surrendering Islam.
http://www.mathaba.net/news/?x=630534

He talks about the Muslim Brotherhood’s occult origins.

Quoting from his website:

“Jamal Ud Din al Afghani’s occult influence, as the leader of the Hermetic Brotherhood
of Luxor, divided in two directions. The first was the evolution of the Salafi movement
into the notorious Muslim Brotherhood, while the second were the Nazis of Germany.
The Nazis were the result of a merging of the O.T.O of Crowley and the Thule
Gesellschaft of Germany.

The doctrines of the Thule order were founded on The Coming Race by the Bulwer-
Lytton and the theory of the Atlantean origins of the Aryan race developed by
Blavatsky. In 1919, the members of the Thule Society formed a political party named
the “German Workers Party”. This in turn was later renamed the “National Socialist
German Workers’ Party”, more popularly known as the Nazis, by Adolph Hitler in
1920.”

http://www.surrenderingislam.com/surrendering-islam/nazis

How can Mathaba have a major contributer who excoriates the Muslim
Brotherhood for it’s black arts and Nazi associations while Mathaba
promotes the very same ideologies under the guise of nationalist
anarchism?

Alexandra on June 12, 2012 at 6:47 pm said:

25 WAYS TO SUPPRESS THE TRUTH – DISRUPTING DELPHI

PSYCHOLOGICAL OPERATIONS MANUAL

Sabina on June 12, 2012 at 7:04 pm said:

When I listened to that broadcast what stood out for me was the total absence
of campaigns for Libya’s political prisoners. They have a ridiculous campaign
asking people to burn their money for the release of Baghadi al-Mahmoudi.
What exactly is that supposed to achieve? They are deliberately misdirecting
everyone to the PC, completely ignoring the LPNM. It is the height of hypocrisy
to criticize the MB for their Nazi offshoots while promoting far right white
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supremacist movements including the KKK globally.

Alexandra on June 13, 2012 at 2:26 am said:

There need to be a public demonstrations of protest on behalf of
Libya’s political prisoners.

I have a list of a few cases here. More pressing are the 7,000+
cases for prisoners facing trial and certain death. Many have died
from torture. Hundreds have been executed. Libya needs the global
community’s assistance now more than it did during the war.

From experience working as an advocate for political prisoners, it
does help to feature high profile prisoners, not because they are
more important, but because they are most likely to gain public
support and enhance awareness of the plight of all prisoners.

I posted an appeal for Baghdadi al-Mahmoudi several months ago.
He certainly should be released. However, mathaba have another
plan I take issue with because they are determined to create a world
Jamahiriya that excludes Libyans.

Although it would be helpful to promote direct democracy to replace
undemocratic systems worldwide, it is not acceptable to use the
people’s congress as a front to remove support from Libya when the
nation is most vulnerable and the Resistance is ready to move
forward.

If support is given to the Resistance, freeing prisoners, restorative
justice and rebuilding the country will be addressed and the
immediate needs of the people met.

http://libya360.wordpress.com/lpnm-documents-statements/

Emerald on June 18, 2012 at 2:15 am said:

Mathaba are posting again this week that Gaddafi isn’t dead. They also
posted about Jobbik, the right wing white supremacist fascists Mathaba
supported for years and still do. http://www.mathaba.net/news/?
x=630598

Alexandra on June 22, 2012 at 12:39 am said:

As Nina points out in her latest article, mathaba.net have
opened a new news site, worldmathaba.net.

Although they declare they are a separate website with no
affiliation to mathaba.net, this is not true.

They continue to promote their version of the Green Charter
and IPCO, which is essentially an ongoing promotion of
LaRouche ideology as my insider informant made clear in his
quote from the above article introduction.

worldmathaba.net continue their support of Jobbik and
FIDESZ, going as far as to compare Hungary’s new fascist
leader Victor Orban to Hugo Chavez.

Quoting Nina:

“Mathaba’s goal here is evident. They try to confuse readers
into blurring the line between Europe’s “New Right” fascists
— who engage in phrase mongering about “Jewish banksters”
but are still committed to capitalism — with tested
progressive governments of Latin America and the Great
Socialist People’s Libyan Arab Jamahiriya. Activists have a
responsibility to counter these lies and expose mathaba’s
deception.”

Please read the complete article.
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Michael on April 10, 2012 at 11:49 pm said:

Quoting http://www.mathaba.net/news/?x=627854

“It is however a requirement for the heads of Libyan “international” efforts to be Libyan
citizens. That was the main reason for the failure of the International Green Guards, the
International Green March (a success when led by Australian Robert Rashid Pash until
taken over by the Libyans who destroyed the network), the Jamahiri Media Center (infiltrated
already by “journalists” who consider Libya an ally of Israel), the International Revolutionary
Committees Movement, the World Mathaba Organization, and the World Centre for the Studies and
Researches on the Green Book and the Third Universal Theory.

The non-Libyan management of the Mathaba News Network is the reason for our success
for the past 11 years.

Libyan “revolutionaries” have avoided Mathaba like the plague because they fear their
incompetence and corruption being exposed, because Mathaba is on the side of Truth, the
Third Universal Theory, no matter whether you are a Libyan or non-Libyan, makes no
difference to us.”

It’s obvious there’s hostility towards Libyans and Gadaffi. The honest thing to do would be to stop
pretending they’re a Libyan news agency.

Miroslav Pavičević on April 4, 2012 at 5:56 pm said:

Regarding mathaba, now I’m even more convinced that, apart from being racists and “white supremacists”,
Louis Istvan Szondy, aka Adam Musa King, and his friends are simply crooks.

What else can one say having in mind that mathaba’s founder Adam Musa King switches his identities
every now and then.

Here http://www.mathaba.net/news/?x=64330 he says: “I am Adam Musa King, a British Muslim. I faced a
problem after September 11 directly. The newspaper the Daily Telegraph fabricated a story accusing me of
being an aid to Osama Ben Laden through the Internet”. It was posted in August 2004.

In the article published just three weeks ago (2012/03/13) at http://www.mathaba.net/news/?x=630015, the
guy reverted to his original Hungarian name Louis Istvan Szondy. He is refered to as “Assistant Secretary of
the Australian People’s Conference (APC)”.

By the way, this http://www.facebook.com/people/Vincent-Pereira/100001318419110 person is “Secretary of
the Australian People’s Conference”.

Szondy is sometimes Hungarian, sometimes Muslim, sometimes British, and sometimes Australian.

It’s all about raising funds.

Free Saif on April 16, 2012 at 2:44 am said:

More on mathaba Nazis:
David Duke At International Conference In Moscow On The Future Of European Mankind – The
Future Of The White Race
http://www.mathaba.net/news/?x=538446?related

Why I admire Ernst Zundel
http://www.mathaba.net/news/?x=537864 (Many pro-Zundel posts linked at the bottom)

This court document has some interesting info on Adam King and Mathaba.
http://www.5rb.com/docs/Musa%20King-v-Telegraph%20CA%2018%20May%202004.pdf
Case No: A2/2003/1393 & A2/2003/1393B
http://www.mathaba.net/news/?x=62425

King runs UNITEL.

Unitel, an international security organization, reports on its website, Mathaba, that the so-called
murder of Qaddafi was allowed to be circulated…
http://vrajavala.hubpages.com/hub/Why-They-Want-You-To-Believe-Qaddafi-Is-Dead

Unitel | International Intelligence & Security Advisors
http://www.unitel.com/

Mathaba and UNITEL
http://seowho.is/mathaba.net
owner-name: UNITEL
organisation: UNITEL
person: ~
address: 27 OLD GLOUCESTER STREET
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zipcode: WC1N 3AF
city: LONDON
country: United Kingdom
phone: +44.8712000246

Hungarian terrorism – Jobbik in Bolivia
http://esbalogh.typepad.com/hungarianspectrum/r%C3%B3zsa-flores-eduardo/
(UNITEL is one of Morales’ harshest critics.)

Sabina on April 20, 2012 at 2:26 am said:

Check out Sakina Security Services mentioned in the court document.
http://911review.org/companies/ground-zero-USA/Ultimate_Jihad.html
http://911review.org/companies/ground-zero-USA/DC_Sniper_Sakina.html
http://911review.org/companies/ground-zero-USA/GROUND_ZERO_USA.html

Jihad in Chechnya (16 languages, 16 separate sites and their mirrors)
Click on the Chechnya fire image at THE ULTIMATE JIHAD CHALLENGE page – scroll

to the bottom

Visit Mathaba! Link on Sakina Security Services Ltd. (UK)
http://web.archive.org/web/20010516224304/http://www.sakina.fsbusiness.co.uk/

Features Profile: Ibn-ul-Khattab, Commander of the Foreign Mujahideen in the Caucasus
(He was killed in 2011 and was part of the CIA destabilization campaign against Russia)

Jihad Lands on SSS
Europe | Asia-Pacific | Middle East | Africa | Uzbekistan | Tajikistan | Afghanistan | Kashmir |
Lebanon | Palestine

SSS links:
Selection of General Links on Islam
http://web.archive.org/web/20010519153809/http://www.mathaba.net/www/islam/
Harkat-ul-Mujahideen
http://liveweb.archive.org/http://www.ummah.net.pk/harkat/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Harkat-ul-Mujahideen
Jihad in Mindanao
http://web.archive.org/web/20000824175042/http://members.muslimsites.com/morolandsite/
Ayoh Jihad!
http://web.archive.org/web/20010517011303/http://qital.tripod.com/
Hezb-e-Mughalstan
http://web.archive.org/web/20010603053430/http://dalitstan.org/mughalstan/
The Road to Jihad
http://members.nbci.com:80/_xmcm/jihadroad/index.html | 8:27:03 Mar 5, 2001
The Call of Islam Magazine
http://web.archive.org/web/20010515235129/http://www.islam.org.au/
Radio Islam
http://web.archive.org/web/20010613083114/http://abbc.com/islam/english/english.htm
Find anything on the WWW
http://web.archive.org/web/20010519153809/http://www.mathaba.net/search/
African News and Information
http://web.archive.org/web/20010405170355/http://www.africa2020.com/
Political websites by category
http://web.archive.org/web/20010519153809/http://www.mathaba.net/www/

Liwa Haris al-Jamahiriya on January 4, 2013 at 3:38 am said:

Salafism and the CIA: A Winning Formula to Destabilize Africa, the Middle East and
Russia

British And American Covert Operations: Oil and the Battle for Chechnya
US-NATO-Chechen Militia Joint Operations Base

Chechnya & the CIA
Bosnia, Kosovo, and Now Libya: The Human Costs of Washington’s On-Going

Collusion with Terrorists

Hakomi on April 9, 2012 at 2:34 am said:

Here are some more links.

General hate groups directory
http://www.hatedirectory.com/hatedir.pdf
http://www.resistance88.com/links1.htm (mathaba.net listed)
Full text of “Lyndon LaRouche: Fascism Restyled for the New Millennium”
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http://archive.org/stream/LyndonLaroucheFascismRestyledForTheNewMillennium/Larouche_fascismRestyled_djvu.txt
http://lyndonlarouche.org/fascism21.htm (LaRouche, Frankhauser, KKK)

Miroslav Pavičević on April 11, 2012 at 12:45 pm said:

Miro I am just inserting this note to let you know I posted your comment about the Tuareg on the
Tuareg article. I will move the others about Mali there as well when I come back in later tonight.

IMPERIALISM AND THE POLITICAL CRISIS IN MALI: IS FOREIGN INTERVENTION POSSIBLE?.

Miroslav Pavičević on April 11, 2012 at 1:56 pm said:

Here’s another indirect evidence that mathaba.net is undercover Nazi media outlet.

http://www.index.hr/vijesti/clanak/nitko-ne-zeli-ugostiti-hcsp-odrzat-cemo-konferenciju-na-trgu-bana-
jelacica/608869.aspx

Article in Croatian language describes attempt of Croatian far-right minor political party HČSP (Hrvatska
čista stranka prava – Croatian Clean Party of Rights) to organize “International Nationalist Conference” on
13. of April (http://hcsp.hr/hcsp-organizira-medunarodnu-nacionalisticku-konferenciju-i-mimohod-za-
generale). Besides HČSP, among main participants are French FN, German NPD and Hungarian Jobbik.

Jobbik, well known for its anti-Gipsy stances and actions, is a fascist organization being regularly promoted
on mathaba pages.

http://www.mathaba.net/news/?x=581455

“Roma ‘gipsy’ crime on the increase” –
“Jobbik, the Movement for a Better Hungary in its campaign has now demand prompt and swift action
against Roma criminals, as well as free and open talks about Roma crime”.

http://www.mathaba.net/news/?x=613931

“Mathaba Human Rights Editor and founder of the Green Charter International Human Rights Movement
[Louis Istvan Szondy aka Adam Musa King] has expressed grave concern about the actions being taken
against the Hungarian Guards Association”.

“Hungarian Guards Association” is a paramilitary fascist organization, created to attack minorities, spread
fear among them and to promote imperial “Great Hungary” pre-Trianon agreement borders, with parts of
Slovakia, Romania, Serbia and Croatia included.

Hence, Croatian fascists’ invitation to Hungarian fascist’ counterparts for “Nationalist conference” only
shows how stupid (Croatian) fascists are and how little they care about “their Nation”.

Still, I think that what fuels mathaba’s founder in a first place is not racism, but opportunity to make some
easy money through the network of lunatic followers. Mathaba are racists and fascists in their core, but
primarily they are bunch of crooks. Therefore their Jamahiriya rhetoric.

Yes, “International Nationalist Conference” is to be held open-air, since no institution and hotel wanted to let
space for the meeting. Things are slowly getting better in Croatia.

Alexandra on April 11, 2012 at 9:15 pm said:

Thank you Miro. mathaba.net’s support for the Magyar Garda and Jobbik was addressed in
comments on Nina’s website on the “Evidence” thread. (well worth reading) They are media
partners with Jobbik and Jovnik. Going farther we found connections to many far right
organizations through either their media partners or mathaba.net’s contributers and authors.

Nina Westbury on April 11, 2012 at 9:26 pm said:

Thanks Miro. That information is included in my upcoming article which summarizes mathaba’s
connections with resurgent fascism. I am also exploring mathaba and LaRouche further, as well as
gathering some information about mathaba’s association with the “National Anarchists.” I am also
beginning to examine some other organizations, many affiliated with mathaba, that go beyond Libya
and Africa and what they truly represent.

There has been too much time between these articles. I ran into some trouble when an important
contact I was trying to reach fell through. I hope to publish something this week.

Miroslav Pavičević on April 24, 2012 at 2:46 am said:

Have you noticed this spate of “Jamahiriya” domains:
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http://www.algaddafi.org,
http://aljamahiria.org,
http://JamahiriyaNewsAgency.org which all redirect you to

http://africaindependence.com/AljamahiriaComLatestLibyaNews2012.aspx?

Another mathaba project. It’s easy recognizable through neurotic, chaotic and non-systematic look.

Mathaba keeps low profile there – at
http://africaindependence.com/AljamahiriaComProJamahiriyaWebsites.aspx link to mathaba is not
provided, although their “news” are featured in the news section of africaindependence.com.

But, there is a link to http://eccleza.wordpress.com (http://eccleza.net) and here
http://www.mathaba.net/news/?x=629176 we see that it is someone called “Quoriana”, a regular contributor
to mathaba. I’ve noticed “Quoriana’s” habit of stealing other people’s articles some months ago, but later it
turned out that it is general mathaba’s practice.

Louis Szondy has perhaps came to conclusion that mathaba has no credibility, so he’s keeping it in the
background of “Jamahiriya project”.

http://libyanfreepress.wordpress.com is another one of their links.

Meena on May 20, 2012 at 12:34 am said:

Did anyone notice this article by neo-Nazi James Murray? Among other things, he quotes Louis
Beam, the former head of the Texas Knights of the Klu Klux Klan. It’s cross-posted on VNN.
http://mathaba.net/news/?x=630281

Alexandra on May 20, 2012 at 10:04 pm said:

Meena, I feel that we would help Libya most in the coming weeks and months by
promoting the LPNM, encouraging everyone to support them.

LPNM Documents and Statements

Nina Westbury on June 26, 2012 at 11:56 pm said:

The Tools of Imperialism: Honey Pots, Obfuscation, Disinformation

In response to mathaba.net’s claim that I am lying and their promise to write “chapters” of rebuttal to this
article, I’ve prepared a statement that can be found on Infiltrators Exposed.

You’ll need much more than a penny for mathaba’s thoughts.

Whatever mental gymnastics the site pushes in relation to “thinking beyond left and right,” the facts remain:
they’ve promoted political bandits like Welf Herfurth and Bill White for years, and have partnered with the
neo-Nazi Jobbik party and Jovonk.info. They’ve openly admitted contempt for Muammar Gaddafi and the
Gaddafi family. I’ve compiled links and evidence from mathaba’s own site to support these claims, which
can be found in my latest statement.

V on June 27, 2012 at 4:34 am said:

Mathaba have attacked Libya 360 since its opening not the other way around. They don’t want
anyone reporting on Libya unless they’re part of their propaganda network so they have total control
of the information flow about Libya.
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I remember the piece Alexandra defended over copyright violation. It was a message from Moussa
Ibrahim she had translated. Her copyright terms were posted on the article. Mathaba were in
violation but they had no other way to get that info what with their only informants on the side of the
NTC.

The cowards have nothing and anyone stupid enough to pay 99 Euros to read their trash have no
affinity with reality whatsoever.

Meena on June 27, 2012 at 4:53 am said:

Hi V,

I know the Moussa Ibrahim post because I reviewed the translation myself.

http://libyadiary.wordpress.com/2011/10/01/moussa-ibrahim-october-1-2011/

What part of “PLEASE RESPECT THE PROPERTY OF LIBYA 360° AND HONOR
COPYRIGHT LAW. THANK YOU.” and “© Copyright 2011 by Libya 360° THIS PAGE IS THE
EXCLUSIVE PROPERTY OF LIBYA 360°. IT IS FULLY PROTECTED BY COPYRIGHT LAW
AND CANNOT BE REPUBLISHED. ONLY LIVE LINKS TO THE ORIGINAL CAN BE
POSTED. NOTHING MORE. THANK YOU.” didn’t they understand?

I also have a copy of Alexandra’s email because she cc’d me when she sent it. It was a
simply stated request for a takedown and a link to her copyright terms.

They also say the Libyan Popular National Movement is fake.

“…misinformation…included ongoing statements about “Libyan National Resistance”.”

That will be answered.

Nathan Quinn on June 27, 2012 at 5:24 am said:

I’ve subscribed to this blog for over a year. It’s the most reliable source for Libya news I’ve found.
Alexandra’s also done a fantastic job covering Syria. What’s the strategic motive behind their attack?

They deem him the worst enemy who tells them the truth.

Keep up the good and revolutionary work.

Sabina Guevara on June 28, 2012 at 5:12 am said:

Absence of evidence, wildly unsubstantiated accusations, base insults, delusional paranoia and outright
nastiness doesn’t illicit much in the way of sympathy or respect.

Their readers are to believe that insignificant, irrelevant Libya 360 is single-handedly destroying the entire
global Jamahiriya, so much so that they will be producing literally chapter after chapter of narrative about
your adventures?

This latest mathaba effort has been entertaining. Insane, but entertaining.

Hakomi on June 28, 2012 at 5:37 am said:

“A nation can survive its fools, and even the ambitious. But it cannot survive treason from within. An
enemy at the gates is less formidable, for he is known and carries his banner openly. But the traitor
moves amongst those within the gate freely, his sly whispers rustling through all the alleys, heard in
the very halls of government itself. For the traitor appears not a traitor; he speaks in accents familiar
to his victims, and he wears their face and their arguments, he appeals to the baseness that lies
deep in the hearts of all men. He rots the soul of a nation, he works secretly and unknown in the
night to undermine the pillars of the city, he infects the body politic so that it can no longer resist. A
murderer is less to fear. The traitor is the plague.”

Marcus Tullius Cicero

Keep exposing the infiltrators!

A'ishah on June 29, 2012 at 1:55 am said:
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Click on the image to go to full screen size.

It doesn’t matter what Mathaba was or who they were connected to a decade ago, things have changed and
it’s time people questioned their authority.

While promoting themselves as the voice for the Jamahiryah, their actions are dictatorial, contravening the
principles of democratic rule of the people they profess to uphold.

Belittlement of members, browbeating those who question into submission, demanding cash or
consequences are all violations of the tenets of The Green Book. They would make obedient slaves of their
followers, not free thinking men and women.

Any post on their site is proof but their last report about our beloved brother Baghdadi Al-Mahmoudi was the
most recent example of their tyranny. It is shameful that they used this good man as an opportunity to sling
propaganda.

“If you are outside Libya:

1. Make a donation whether you like it or not… Mathaba is our voice.

(Mathaba is not my voice or the voice of the Jamahiryah.)

2. To those traitors who are merely misguided and have been led astray, get back in line and offer your
services…

(Heil Hitler!)

3. Ensure that Dr Baghdadi Mahmoudi has the strong backing and coverage, he is the Hon. Secretary-
General of an International Organization, join that Organization…

(The people’s conference is a sham.)

4. Ensure that the Revolutionary Committees Movement continues world wide, join and support the
International Green Charter Movement of Revolutionary Committees, study and circulate all you see.

(If people want to join LaRouche they can go here http://larouchepac.com/volunteer )

5. Do not doubt for a moment that the Revolutionary Leadership is not watching and seeing all that is going
on. Do not expect us to break silence. We need solid and more support before we can do so. Get active.

(Omnipotent, omnipresent, omniscient. This is cultspeak. )

6. We live in an age of extreme apathy, cowardice, and betrayal. Money is God to most people. If you do
not believe this, and if you claim that money is not God to YOU then burn some of it for Dr Baghdadi NOW.

(A lot of good this will do brother al-Mahmoudi !)

7. Stop using the enemies communication channels. Although traitors have prevented us from advancing it,
social.mathaba.net when used correctly is a better tool than Facebook.

(Mathaba use every enemy channel available to disseminate their propaganda and shove out other voices.)

Talk less, do more.

(No one talks more and does less than Mathaba !)

If you have not taken either step 1 or step 6, then you are far behind, and the time has come to declare that
we abandon you…

(This is to shatter members dependent on this cult. Threats of expulsion, excommunication, punishment,
shaming, are what cults and religious fanatics do.)

When sufficient numbers of people have bothered to either donate or burn local money and send in the
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video for uploading, only then will we tell you what the next step is. We need to know the worldwide “army”
is strong.

(They will tell people what they have to do next. On who’s authority ?)

Until then, do not expect us to break silence or lead openly, when there are none worthy of leadership.

(If only they would be silent!)

The new structure for the Leadership of the Universal Jamahirya may then be announced.”

(This is impossible because they have no authority to choose that leadership or dictate terms and
conditions to the people !)

Alexandra Valiente on June 29, 2012 at 7:56 am said:

A’ishah I appreciate your comment. I have saved the screen shot and inserted it into your post.
Other similar shots are also being inserted into reader comments where it will be helpful.

Hakomi on June 29, 2012 at 11:21 pm said:

Click on this image to go to full screen.
http://www.mathaba.net/news/?x=630712

I don’t know where to post this so if I’m wrong repost it where it belongs.

Mathaba posted again about the Mahmoudi case. They’re placing Libyans who dissent at risk by
crediting them for the bombing of the Tunisian embassy in Tripoli and the deadly attack of Tunisian
fishermen today. I read several reports that stated the attack on the Tunisian boat was carried out by
the NTC army that patrols the coast. There isn’t an embassy in Libya that hasn’t been targeted by
the militias, but naming the Resistance is negligent. Anything they do should be kept secret so they
can operate freely.

They also claim to have written the article and refer to Muammar Gaddafi as a dictator and Saif as
the “dead dictator’s son”.

I suspect they take snips from other reports since I can find all the parts in their post elsewhere, just
rearranged. Why not edit out propaganda if they care about the Gaddafi family?

Libyan free press posted the article minutes after Mathaba..
http://libyanfreepress.wordpress.com/2012/06/29/tunisia-responsible-for-libyan-peoples-secretary-dr-
baghdadi-mahmoudi/

I saved a screen shot and sent it by mail so you can insert it you think it’s important.

Alexandra Valiente on June 29, 2012 at 11:23 pm said:

It is inserted and thank you Hakomi.

The Resistance did not bomb the Tunisian embassy or shoot at fishermen. Any reports
about current Resistance activities are fraudulent. Now it is established, the LPNM
website is the source for authentic Resistance news.

LPNM Documents and Statements

Elsa on July 1, 2012 at 6:51 am said:
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Alexandra posted an appeal for Dr. Baghdadi Al-Mahmoudi that needs everyone’s immediate attention.

Urgent Appeal To The International Community: Demand Immediate Intervention To Save The Life Of Dr.
Baghdadi Al-Mahmoudi – Statement And Appeal >>

Helena Petrovna on July 2, 2012 at 11:31 pm said:

Alexandra wrote a solid article about Dr Mahmoudi and suggested useful actions.

Libyan Resistance Burns Down Two Banks in Free Baghdadi Campaign
http://www.mathaba.net/news/?x=630725

“As part of the Burn the Banker̀ s Money! Free the People`s Secretary! Campaign to draw attention
to the unlawful detention of Libya’s Head of State, Dr Baghdadi Mahmoudi, not only were bank notes
set on fire, but two entire banks with all their contents.”

What banks? If Libyan then the money belonged to the Libyan people.

This was self-promotion, soliciting membership donations.

A'ishah on July 2, 2012 at 11:41 pm said:

That is pure fabrication by shameless propagandists. No banks were set on fire. I commented
on their abuse of brother al-Baghdadi in a previous post.

Elsa on July 3, 2012 at 1:28 am said:

Thanks Helena and A’ishah.

Any comments about the situation will be approved but as long as Alexandra’s away
I’m only going to encourage attention to urgent appeals.

Urgent Appeal To The International Community: Demand Immediate Intervention To
Save The Life Of Dr. Baghdadi Al-Mahmoudi 
The Dignity And Example Of Dr. Abuzaid Dorda

This week the elections in Libya are critical. Will Libyans boycott in sufficient
numbers?

I repeat Alexandra’s note above to refer to the Libyan People’s National Movement’s
election boycott statement.

LPNM Documents and Statements

For more information on boycotting Libya’s elections:
http://libya360.wordpress.com/2012/05/03/call-for-election-boycott-in-libyas-turbulent-
east-why-not-a-national-boycott/

The power of not voting:
http://imperialtwilight.wordpress.com/2012/06/16/you-have-got-to-stop-voting/

An anticipated article on the LPMN was published yesterday.

We Must Bury Imperialism In Africa Or Perish

A'ishah on July 12, 2012 at 3:08 am said:
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(Click on the image to go to full screen view)
http://www.mathaba.net/news/?x=630775

In a deceitfully disguised article about the elections Mathaba founder posted an article that misrepresents
Libyan history, portrays Libya as a terrorist nation and accuses Saif al-Islam of destroying the Jamahiriya.

AK said following the Al Fateh revolution “after 1969 and right up until the 90′s, Libyans who left Libya for
the west [sic] were stripped of their citizenship by the Jamahiriya, and many of them were declared “Stray
Dogs” and the revolutionary committees were encouraged to hunt them down and eliminate them anywhere.
”

Western imperialists want the general public to believe that the former Libyan government and revolutionary
committees were terrorists who murdered their own citizens. The beauty of the revolution was it was
achieved without violence. Monarchists found their way to live in other countries where they plotted with
imperialists against Libya.

He then says;

“It was as part of the deal brokered with those western countries which had a constant threat hanging over
Libya along with sanctions imposed via the U.N. Security Council for a decade, in order to lift that pressure
and become “friends”, that Sayf-al-Islam, Musa Kusa, and others sat down with western intelligence
agencies and agreed to allow these “ex”-Libyans back
into the country.

The deal thus had to go further as it was obvious that simply allowing them to regain passports and Libyan
citizenship and allow them back into the country would be a recipe for disaster. The deal thus involved a
commitment that they renounce violence and opposition to the Jamahiriya system, and that they instead be
given key positions in the People’s Committees, to co-opt them.

This however is what many of us familiar with the Jamahiriya warned against and opposed. We were proven
right. It lead to rampant corruption, not to say there was none before, but it went through the roof and out of
control. [sic] It also contradicted The Green Book teachings on democracy, since these people had been
given positions over the heads of the people, and not directly elected by them [sic]. It is thus that we can
safely say from a practical and academic position that the Jamahiriya ceased to exist, in the years before
the invasion, at least in its pure form: it thus became a mixture of capitalism and socialism, and the
democracy had been compromised.”

This is a gross distortion of events. He omitted the context which included among other considerations
decades of sanctions and the Lockerbie frame-up. Saif al-Islam did not destroy the Jamahiriya.

Alexandra Valiente on July 12, 2012 at 3:21 am said:

A’ishah,

I am aware of that article. I inserted a screen shot in your comment for later reference.

I have written about some of the attacks on Saif here:

Countering The Propaganda That Saif Is Safe, Exonerated From Crimes And Being Taken Out Of
The Country For Medical Treatment

Why Fake Green News Sites Lie About Saif Al Islam’s Status And Sabotage Efforts To Save
Him

I implore readers to assist him by filing this appeal and organizing protests in front of Libyan
embassies world-wide:

We Demand Saif Al Islam Gaddafi’s Immediate Release

Nina Westbury on July 12, 2012 at 3:56 am said:

A’ishah, I posted your comment here.

Nadhari on July 22, 2012 at 2:58 am said:
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Al-Qadhafi said he had no control over revolutionary committees outside the country.

Who were these revolutionaries who killed in Libya’s name? Were they fostered by imperialist
intelligence agencies hiding behind revolutionary committees to incite contempt, acts of retaliation
and retribution for the closure of their military bases and loss of control over Libya’s oil?

A'ishah on July 22, 2012 at 7:04 am said:

You answered your own question. There are other interests that operate under the name of
“revolutionary committees” that have no connection to Libya but link to various foreign
intelligence services. The Brother Leader did not support terrorism or assassinations.

Alexandra Valiente on July 22, 2012 at 9:32 pm said:

I have no doubt that the majority of “revolutionary committees” in the world are not
in fact “revolutionary” but “counter-revolutionary”.

Intelligence agencies co-opt any movement where members lack vigilance to
prevent infiltration.

Some movements are covert intelligence operations from their inception and
promote themselves as revolutionary movements.

If we are to defeat imperialism we must block and expose hostile agents to thwart
their destructive agendas.

Activists must learn to distinguish between genuine and the false with regards to
revolutions and revolutionaries.

If we are genuine we will not be drawn to or deceived by the inauthentic.

The following quotes from Che Guevara point the way to unfolding our revolutionary
consciousness:

“The true revolutionary is guided by great love.”

“The revolution is made through human beings, but individuals must forge their
revolutionary spirit day by day.”

“I am not a liberator. Liberators do not exist. The people liberate themselves.”

“The first duty of a revolutionary is to be educated.”

“If you tremble with indignation at every injustice then you are a comrade of mine.”

“There are no boundaries in this struggle to the death. We cannot be indifferent to
what happens anywhere in the world, for a victory by any country over imperialism
is our victory; just as any country’s defeat is a defeat for all of us.”

Alexandra Valiente on December 3, 2012 at 3:14 am said:
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In reply to A’isha,

“In a deceitfully disguised article about the elections Mathaba founder posted an article that
misrepresents Libyan history, portrays Libya as a terrorist nation and accuses Saif al-Islam of
destroying the Jamahiriya.”

The Historical Facts:

This article describes the motives and rationale behind the repatriation of detainees and their
eventual release from prison in Libya.

Alexandra Valiente on July 27, 2012 at 9:56 pm said:

The above thread has been edited.

Screen captures have been inserted, off-topic comments moved to their appropriate threads,
redundant comments deleted and additional information provided where commentators
requested it be added to their statements.

A'ishah on August 7, 2012 at 2:37 am said:

mathaba.net engaged in a brutal character assassination of Saadi Gaddafi followed by a direct attack on
the LPNM.

http://mathaba.net/news/?x=630981

The implications are that if as they assert Saadi and Saif Gaddafi were conspiring against the Jamahiriya
(which is absolutely not true) the conclusion must be that the LPNM is a progressive continuation of that
betrayal.

“Saadi is married to the daughter of original Libyan Revolutionary Command Council member Major General
Khuwaildi al-Hamidi who is now Secretary General of the Libyan Popular National Movement (Arabic:

�������  �������  �������  ������ ), set up on 15th February 2012.”

Saadi’s marriage is a separate issue unrelated to the LPNM. The LPNM is the Libyan Resistance and
officially announced the Libyan Popular National Movement in February 2012.

“The LPNM however mysteriously has not given any continuation for the Libyan Jamahiriya, which is all that
is required for support from many governments especially within Latin America.”

This is inaccurate and countries friendly to Libya’s legitimate government continue to be so and
mathaba.net are not a voice for the Great Socialist People’s Libyan Arab Jamahiriya; either it’s government
or its people. The LPNM is the official Libyan government in exile and the Libyan Resistance.

“Instead the LPNM has chosen to act as a movement without any alignment to the Third Universal Theory
advocated by Libyan Revolutionary Leader Muammar Qaddafi, and basically to continue the neo-liberal
policies of Say-al-Islam, who has also been awarded an honorary position within the movement.”

mathaba.net have no knowledge of what the Libyan Popular National Movement is about. They only
understand their clichés of distortion and fascist nationalist propaganda. The LPNM have embarked on an
intensive campaign of national healing and unification of the tribes towards the goal of ousting NATO’s
emissaries from Libya.

“The LPNM is campaigning for the release of political prisoners, holding to account of war criminals, open
and fair trials, accountability of international organizations and occupation forces, a return to peace and
prosperity,restoring Libyan sovereignty, disbanding militias, and reconstruction of the country, all of which
are non-controversial however two main points on its program fly in the face of Muammar Qaddafi and the
Jamahiriya.”

They have taken most of this information from a wikipedia page, eliminating truths they found inconvenient,
avoiding the LPNM’s website and resources.

“The LPNM says it wants Libyans to “choose their leaders and the political system in the ways of
democracy, under a constitution approved by the Libyan people”, rather than the direct participatory
democracy of the Jamahiriya.”

This is a divisive play of words. The Libyan people will choose their leaders as they have in past and decide
which system of governance they want. Because the effort is Libyan-based, for the Libyan people, the
LPNM are offering in their inclusive mandate the option of a constitution approved by the Libyan people if it
will contribute to national unity.

“and to “put the Holy Quran and the Sunnah as the reference of legislation in Libya, away from extremism
and fanaticism”

This is an essential component for national unity which ensures a society of continued religious tolerance
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while preventing Islamists from destroying the country. Libya was a nation like Syria, where people from all
faiths could live in peace without fear of persecution.

“although in the Libyan Jamahiriya the Quran was already the Law of Society since 1977.”

The LPNM do not refute the Quran. They do not support an Islamist theocracy or an imperialist client state
but a sovereign nation governed by compassion , ethics and tolerance.

Alexandra Valiente on August 7, 2012 at 2:58 am said:

Thank you A’ishah.

Quoting a friend who summed up the current situation with this intelligence agency that has
infiltrated the pro-Jamihiriya spheres;

“They say the only valid interpretation of the Green Book is Adam King’s and the “green charter
movement.” Anyone who dissents is slandered. To a certain extent they even apply this to Islam.
I’ve seen them attack “North African Muslims” as being “lazy” about their religion. They have said
in so many words that they understand the Green Book better than its author did and Islam
better than Muslims.”

This the same psychological tactic imperialists impose on indigenous populations globally.
Divergent world views and interpretations are repressed while they “colonize and enslave” minds
through a program of coercion, terror and murder. It is much like the ethnic and ideological
cleansing taking place in Libya at present.

That anyone can read their material and not be offended is a continual source of astonishment.

There are too few genuine revolutionaries.

The LPNM are not difficult to understand. They have no hidden agenda. They have been
completely transparent from the beginning. They are working for the greatest good of all Libyans
and are the living continuation of the Al Fateh Revolution.

LPNM Documents and Statements

Al Zahra on August 7, 2012 at 10:46 pm said:

They choose words that are supposed to to turn Libyans against Saadi, Saif and the rest of the
Gaddafi family. They’re imperialist stooges and their real problem with the LPNM is that they can’t
infiltrate it. They were always cut off from the Resistance because the Resistance knows who and
what they are.

The Gaddafi family aren’t safe in Africa. If Niger were so friendly to Saadi why’s he kept under house
arrest with no phone? Aisha has no freedom in Algeria and is always under threat of extradition.

Sabina Guevara on August 7, 2012 at 4:57 am said:

They never miss an opportunity to add homosexuality to the sins committed by anyone they attack, even
Saadi. What’s behind their obsessive homophobia?

They tout the same Nazi – Zionist “family values” on worldmathaba.net where they insist children of
homosexual parents are hopelessly compromised and inherently criminal.

“We must return to the basic order of human beings, which requires that both a man and a woman be the
parents for children. Each parent contributes their unique inherent human characteristics and abilities to the
family, which are absolutely essential for any child to become a productive, well adjusted, law-abiding
member of society.”

http://worldmathaba.net/items/1194-children-of-gay-parents-face-many-brutal-challenges

LaRouche’s statement that “those who lynch homosexuals will be remembered as the only force which
acted to save the human species from extinction” is inside, behind and underneath all the hateful
homophobic trash published by this Nazi – KKK front organization.

LaRouche and homosexuality
Mathaba, LaRouche and homosexuality
http://www.mathaba.net/news/?x=537494

Nina Westbury on August 8, 2012 at 1:26 am said:

As I wrote here,

Resulting from their unapologetic homophobia, Mathaba claims that Barack Obama, David
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Cameron, and the NATO leadership are all gay and that their “insecurity about their manhood” is
what triggered the war against Libya.

Mathaba listed contributor “Flying Imam” aka Sahib Mustaqim Bleher is a founder of the Islamic
Party of Britain, which had as part of its platform sentencing the death penalty for anyone found
“guilty” of being a homosexual.

Hakomi on August 8, 2012 at 2:00 am said:

http://www.islamicparty.com/question/ans41.htm

Do you have a link to their official statement about the execution of homosexuals? All I’ve got
is this:

“”Whilst few dare speak out against the practice of homosexuality due to the pressure
exerted by gay rights groups and echoed in the media, the majority of the population do not
regard it as an acceptable way of life”, reads the party’s official website. “Islam condemns and
outlaws homosexuality… the rules are that the state does not interfere in the privacy of
people’s homes, but it would need to safeguard public decency by preventing any public
advocacy for homosexuality.” The site assures its readership that the death penalty would be
reserved for “a public display of lewdness witnessed by several people”

The site goes on compare homosexuality to pedophilia, arguing that “both are unnatural and a
danger to society. UK law, however, accepts one and outlaws the other, simply on the basis
of greater pressure and support for the former.” “God eradicated the city of Lot,” it states; “in
an Islamic ruling system, people may only decide their own affairs inasmuch as they do not
transgress the clear boundaries already demarcated in the divine revelation.”[1] ”
http://rationalwiki.org/wiki/Islamic_Party_of_Britain

“The party believed in equal treatment under the law regardless of an individual’s status,
income or ethnicity. The IPB argued that religion is the most important thing in life.[3] It called
for reform of the British banking system to make it interest-free and Islamic, and for increased
trade with the Islamic world.[1] At one time, the party answered questions sent in by readers.
It argued that homosexuality needed treatment, was not to be tolerated and that
homosexuals should be put to death for a “public display of lewdness”,[5] a policy that was
condemned by Peter Tatchell.”
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Islamic_Party_of_Britain

Meena Sovjani on August 8, 2012 at 3:52 am said:

Mathaba preach an extreme form of Islam rooted in archaic fundamentalism blended with
esoteric Nazism, divorced from modern scientific discoveries and advanced knowledge. The
same stance is held by extreme right Christians. This is pitifully regressive propaganda that
incites Islamophobia as well as fear and hatred of anything that represents “otherness”.

Michael on August 8, 2012 at 5:00 am said:

A’ishah’s made statements for the LPNM here and here that can’t be overstated.

Neither Mathaba websites are connected to the original Tripoli based Libyan World Mathaba. They have no
authority over the Libyan political situation, no contact with the resistance, do not represent Libya, Libyans
or the Jamahiriya. Their “people’s committees and congresses” are not the Libyan People’s Committees
and Congresses.

After the martrydom of Mu’ammar, Khamis and Mu’tasim, Khuwaildi al-Hamidi and Saif al-Gaddafi were
appointed by the resistance as spokespersons. There is no second Al Fateh. There is one Al Fateh
revolution and it continues.

A’ishah on the IPCO plan to be recognized as the official Libyan government in exile;

They are not working in collaboration with the LPNM. The people involved in this scheme are not even
Libyan.

Governments friendly to the Jamahiriya are familiar with our situation in Libya and have been working with
the former government, the LPNM. Diplomatic connections have long been established with friendly
nations. Refer to the last communiqués.

This is is an attempted imperialist intelligence coup d’état to eliminate the official Libyan resistance and
replace the real government in exile with a compromised entity and should be met with appropriate action.

mathaba.net have no connection to Libya or the original Tripoli-based Libyan World Mathaba. Having neither
connection nor recognition, they lack legitimacy. They have no place in Libyan politics or Libya’s
Resistance and never had a place. Everything they have done that claimed otherwise was and remains a
lie. If people can just grasp these 2 points their game is over.
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Alexandra Valiente on August 8, 2012 at 6:40 am said:

I have stated before that the best thing that could happen is that a genuine anti-imperialist, Libyan
owned and operated news agency was established. The LPNM had mentioned in their earlier
communiqués that they would establish a strong media presence and I hope this will soon include their
own news agency.

Until they are able to fulfill that mandate, there exists a gap that opportunists are taking full advantage
of, publishing disinformation, misinformation and propaganda that serves imperialist interests with
regards to Libya. This sustains confusion, disables effective action, robs the genuine Libyan
Resistance of support, diverts attention away from Libya’s humanitarian crisis and the plight of the
political prisoners and ongoing crimes against humanity.

As a counterpoint to this challenge sincere activists must become educated in these issues so they do
not support what harms Libyans and their revolutionary cause.

As I stated here, activists must learn to distinguish between the genuine and the false with regards to
revolutions and revolutionaries.

I agree with you Michael, that if only two simple facts were understood, the seemingly complex psy-
ops conducted by mathaba.net would collapse entirely.

Lisa Romanov on August 9, 2012 at 10:34 pm said:

mathaba.net have attacked Libya 360 and Nina Westbury again without evidence or cause because they
don’t like having their dirty secrets exposed.
http://mathaba.net/news/?x=630923

They argue that Kyle McDermott authored the Declaration of White Independence not Bill White. The devil
is in the details so let’s look at that devil.

“The author of “White America Has Found Its Mind” has written more than 10 articles for Mathaba yet was
never mentioned as a contributor on their official list. His name is Kyle McDermott.” – Nina Westbury

Nina’s first comment directed people to Kyle McDermott.

“When searching for other articles by “Bill White” on Mathaba, this one came up, though he is not listed as
the author. Nonetheless, it exposes Mathaba’s hateful ideology. “White America Has Found Its Mind”” –
Nina Westbury

mathaba.net say, “Bill White was only a Mathaba author for a very short time and only because he was a
Pravda.Ru author: we quickly discovered who he really was and ejected him (as did Pravda.Ru also) swiftly
and without fan fare. To err is human.”

Their argument that they published his articles because Pravda did is a lie. They invited Bill White to write
for them AFTER Pravda dumped him. The proof is in Nina’s screen capture which she included in her
research. Read Bill White’s Vanguard News announcement.

http://exposingtheinfiltrators.files.wordpress.com/2012/02/screen-shot-2012-02-20-at-3-39-12-pm.png

If they weren’t proponents of hate they should have investigated his background before inviting him to join
their author’s team. They would have known then about his Overthrow.com website and Nazi affiliations.
White’s notorious for hate crimes. He even has his own wikipedia page.

White was once the leader of the American National Socialist Workers Party, another detail mathaba.net
had access to when they invited him onboard. It has now morphed into the American Nazi Party.

White was arrested this past June in Mexico after missing an appointment with his probation officer in
Roanoke, Va.

mathaba.net say, “It seems it is fashionable to call white nationalists, progressive anti-zionists, and
thinkers-outside-the-box as “racists”, “fascists” and “nazis”.

This seems appropriately “fashionable” for mathaba.net – Bill White’s quotes which mathaba.net would have
known about.

“Lynch the Jena 6. If these niggers are released or acquitted, we will find out where they live and make sure
that white activists and white citizens in Louisiana know it, we’ll mail directions to their homes to every
white man in Louisiana if we have to in order to find someone willing to deliver justice.”
— Overthrow.com website, 2007

“Sometimes you just have to murder blacks — and, frankly, the killing needs to start with the black leaders
and NAACP activists… . I know where my local NAACP ‘leaders’ live — do you?”
— Overthrow.com, 2007
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“We have no intention of removing Mr. Pitts’ personal information. Frankly, if some loony took the info and
killed him, I wouldn’t shed a tear. That also goes for your whole newsroom.”
— Response to a 2007 request by a Miami Herald editor asking that White remove the home address of
black columnist Leonard Pitts from his website

“Kill this Nigger?”
— Headline for 2008 article about then-presidential candidate Barack Obama who was depicted in the
middle of a rifle scope on the cover of White’s American National Socialist Workers Party’s magazine.

mathaba.net never posted a public apology for featuring his hate or explained why they invited him into their
fold.

How many Nazi’s write for mathaba.net today? Many. Keep pressing on that vital nerve and look at their
other current authors, contributers and media partners. They have yet to explain their enmeshment with
genocidal Jobbik and Jovnik.

Hitler was considered a ‘nice man’ and won a landslide election victory in 1930. Some modern day Nazis
consider him a hero and if you can believe it, a god and messiah.

Kyle McDermott’s involvement in American politics is alarming .

An investigation into his activities is every American’s patriotic duty and every revolutionary’s obligation.

Lisa J. Romanov
Former mathaba member
Former member of the Green Charter Movement and International People’s Congress

Veritas on August 9, 2012 at 11:21 pm said:

Thanks Lisa. Alexandra sent me a reader comment last night about Kyle McDermott.

“He is called a “thinker worthy of consideration.”

This is the “thinker” who wrote,

“Let us, the European Descended People, say this to the Zionist-Jews, now and with finality:”

“We have paid your ‘Holocaust’ tab, to include your customary rate of usury:Now GO! We do not
want you among us. You are a curse and a plague to every decent and noble aspiration known to our
People. For every alleged loss suffered by the Jewish people, we have suffered in spades:

“In ‘minority’-on-White crime,

“In countless White millions never born so that we could accommodate your ‘wretched refuse’ from
foreign shores,

“In being forcibly, exorbitantly taxed to subsidize the spawning of our dispossessors,

“In having the political genius of our Founding Fathers’ grand scheme twisted beyond recognition to
accommodate your ‘civil rights’ and your various ‘liberation movements,’

“In turning our electoral system into racial censuses while you piously claim race does not exist,

“In transmogrifying our beautiful North American White Homeland into a multicultural, diverse
cesspool of corruption, vice, degeneracy, and barbarism…”

Kyle McDermott’s own words condemn him.

Alexandra Valiente on August 10, 2012 at 9:35 pm said:

I appreciate your comments Lisa.

I am personally responsible for the error that linked Bill White to the Nazi, Kyle McDermott. As
comments and screen shots were added, I inserted a picture of Bill White which I unfortunately
linked to the article “White America Has Found Its Mind”.

This error does NOT appear in Nina’s original piece which is posted on this website.

Nina also posted a correction in her first comment at this link where she stated:

“The author of “White America Has Found Its Mind” has written more than 10 articles for
Mathaba yet was never mentioned as a contributor on their official list. His name is Kyle
McDermott.”

She followed that with this comment where she provided a picture of mathaba.net’s featured
author and contributor Bill White stating:

“This is an image of Mathaba contributor “Bill White.” I am not making this up.”
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Bill White, mathaba.net Author And Contributor
“Mathaba: LaRouche Movement Catching Fire”

Screen Capture Of Bill White’s Stormfront-Mathaba Posting (Click To Enlarge)

There are significant issues that have been brought to light regarding mathaba.net and Bill
White, so indirectly I am grateful this error was pointed out.

mathaba,net claim:

“Bill White was only a Mathaba Author for a very short time and only because he was a
Pravda.Ru author: we quickly discovered who he really was and ejected him (as did Pravda.Ru
also) swiftly and without fan fare. To err is human.”

However, as Lisa pointed out, mathaba.net hired Bill White AFTER Pravda “dumped him”.

Further to this, in 2007, five years after Bill White’s 2002 article was posted on mathaba.net,
they jumped to his defense publishing Mainstream News Media Reveals its Contempt for
Americans. A screen capture is posted below. Why would they go to the trouble of defending a
man they had “ejected … swiftly and without fanfare”?

(Click To Enlarge)

NOTE AT THE END OF BILL WHITE’S STORMFRONT-MATHABA.NET POSTING THAT HE
STILL HAD OVERTHROW.COM WHEN HE WAS WORKING AS MATHABA.NET’S
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CORRESPONDENT.

MATHABA.NET KNEW EXACTLY WHAT HE WAS ABOUT AND INVITED HIM BECAUSE HE
SHARED THEIR WORLD VIEW.

These quotes from Overthrow.com demanding the murder of African Americans were
published the same year that mathaba.net defended Bill White.

“Lynch the Jena 6. If these niggers are released or acquitted, we will find out where they live and
make sure that white activists and white citizens in Louisiana know it, we’ll mail directions to
their homes to every white man in Louisiana if we have to in order to find someone willing to
deliver justice.”
— Overthrow.com website, 2007

“Sometimes you just have to murder blacks — and, frankly, the killing needs to start with the
black leaders and NAACP activists… . I know where my local NAACP ‘leaders’ live — do you?”
— Overthrow.com, 2007

“We have no intention of removing Mr. Pitts’ personal information. Frankly, if some loony took
the info and killed him, I wouldn’t shed a tear. That also goes for your whole newsroom.”
— Response to a 2007 request by a Miami Herald editor asking that White remove the home
address of black columnist Leonard Pitts from his website”

The fact remains that mathaba.net currently have numerous Nazi’s in their list of authors,
affiliates and media partners and regularly publish articles promoting Nazi ideology that are
contemptuous of Africans, African Americans and their revolutionary and civil rights movements.
Is it credible that such an organization would be connected to the Great Socialist People’s
Libyan Arab Jamahiriya and be its representative voice?

NATO’S NAZI BEGINNINGS: HOW THE WEST IMPLEMENTED HITLER’S GOALS

Everything this organization is doing betrays Islam, the life and work of Muammar Gaddafi and
the Al Fateh Revolution. They betray genuine revolutionary movements globally.

As Michael pointed out in a previous comment,

“It’s crucial that people understand that mathaba.net have no connection to Libya or the original
Tripoli-based Libyan World Mathaba.

Having neither connection nor recognition, they lack legitimacy.

They have no place in Libyan politics or Libya’s Resistance and never had a place. Everything
they have done that claimed otherwise was and remains a lie.

If people can grasp these 2 basic points the other issues fall away as that great deception is
shattered.”

As revolutionary Pan-Africanists, we must give unwavering support to the Libyan Popular
National Movement, the natural heir of the Al Fateh Revolution

… and I would add that while doing so we unequivocally withdraw support from criminal
organizations that betray that great vision for Libya and humankind.

Nina Westbury on August 11, 2012 at 11:46 pm said:

Lisa, today I contacted the Ohio Democratic Party and asked them about Kyle McDermott. They
said it was not the same person.

Veritas on August 12, 2012 at 1:20 am said:

Thanks for checking that out.

Veritas on August 12, 2012 at 1:21 am said:

I want to finish this off by addressing mathaba.net’s other unverified statements against Alexandra.

Link

mathaba.net:

“The so-called Libya360 blog has never communicated with Mathaba ever, other than one email which was
a hostile aggressive legal threat last year, because we allegedly published an article (though we linked to
the source) without their permission, in order to give it a wider circulation!”

Response:
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The issue of the letter was addressed sufficiently by V and Meena here and here.

Alexandra doesn’t need help getting a wider circulation for her news.

She protects copyrighted items (see her terms) and Moussa Ibrahim’s critical statement was entrusted to
her because she would do whatever had to be done to protect it. It was forbidden that it be republished.
Only a link to the original was permitted. mathaba.net violated these terms and their notice was merited.

mathaba.net:

“A study of Libya360 on the other hand shows that they don’t even link to The Green Book, instead
choosing to reproduce their own bastardized version (with bits missing) and claim Copyright (!) to it.”

Response:

At the top right of Alexandra’s website are links to The Green Book and Muammar Gaddafi’s original official
website.

THE GREEN BOOK
MUAMMAR AL GADDAFI’S WEBSITE

Alexandra claims no copyright to the Green Book. She’s posted several versions from different sources
that are freely available online. People can compare them and see they are complete.

mathaba.net are illegitimate and have no rights to Muammar Gaddafi’s Green Book. It belongs to humanity.

mathaba.net:

“She also initially supported the terrorists in Syria and only switched sides after some of her readers left in
disgust.”

Response:

I challenge them to prove it. They never will because it never happened.

Alexandra was the first blogger to sound the alarm about the “Arab Spring”.

Every article she posted on Libya 360, Syria 360 and Ephemeris 360, exposed the globalist game.

In February, 2011, Alexandra posted this article warning of what was to come in Libya:

Libya Is In The Midst Of An Armed Insurrection, Not A Peaceful Protest

While Alexandra exposed the facts, mathaba.net “were confused”:

“As to the start of the uprising, most of us even in Jamahiriya were confused but only for a short while,
when we started to investigate and find the facts — Muammar himself was confused and thought it could be
a genuine uprising, and he encouraged it.”

Link.

Muammar Gaddafi knew Libya was under attack from Overthrow Inc.

While Alexandra was exposing the conspiracy against Libya, mathaba.net were clearly on
the side of the “rebels”.

“When the insurrection broke out in Feb.2011, mathaba.net was reported saying that Ahmed Attia H.
Elimam left his post in Bangladesh because he was appalled at the slaughter of his countrymen. But this
so-called slaughter never happened and was the same BS the CIA backed rebels propagated through
MSM.

“Elimam, who is also a Mathaba Correspondent, resigned because no Libyan can stand the ongoing
massacre that is taking place in his country.”

Mathaba goes on to say,

“We do agree with Jazeerah however, that it is hypocrisy of the Libyan government to promise to allow
CNN, BBC and other MSM news reporters into the country “after cleaning up” and to single out Jazeerah.
Jazeerah in our opinion is no different from the BBC, both are beholden to their respective governments and
intelligence.”

At the end of the article is a comment from October 2011.

“At The Time Of New Libya War Mr. Ahmed Attia First Man In My Knowledge, He Decide To Resign His Job
Against The Old Libyan Govt And He Follow NTC Govt ”

Link
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Screen Capture And Original Source Link (Click To Enlarge)

The same day mathaba.net posted the above pro-imperialist propaganda, “The Truth
About Libya’s Ambassador to Bangladesh, A. H. Elimam”, in defense of their NTC
informant-author-contributor

… Alexandra published the truth.

Libya Is In The Midst Of An Armed Insurrection, Not A Peaceful Protest

And one week before she published the above article, she published this:

Libyan Government About To Fall…To Whom?

This exposes both mathaba.net’s lack of legitimate contacts inside Libya beyond the
NATO-NTC and their anti-Gaddafi agenda.

A final comment addresses mathaba.net’s disinformation regarding the closure of Libya 360 and Viva Libya.
Between Christmas and this New Year Alexandra took time off to make decisions about the best course of
action regarding her advocacy and activism work. She had been receiving death threats for several months
but the perpetrator was apprehended and she was no longer at risk. She decided to expand her work.

A letter was included in mathaba.net’s article that came from resisting4ever.

She accuses Alexandra of conspiring to have Saif Gaddafi murdered.

This is utterly vile slander since Alexandra is the one activist who has tirelessly championed for Saif,
countering every effort made by mathaba.net and their team to deny him support.

Alexandra’s work for Saif is in this posting on Viva Libya and everything she has asked for on his behalf
was in accordance with the wishes of the Gaddafi family and recently it was also proven to be Saif’s wishes.

Viva Libya Saif Al Islam Gaddafi File And Appeal

While Alexandra has been trying to save Saif, mathaba.net were documented uttering threats against him,
which included calling for his detention, the confiscation of his property, isolating him so he has no contact
with the outside world and threats of execution by hanging.

Elsa on August 12, 2012 at 10:40 am said:

r4e wrote her open letter 2 days after Alexandra exposed mathaba.net’s plot against Saif. A week
before that she published a piece based on inside information about a CIA plan to disappear Saif and
the propaganda being used by agency blogs as a smokescreen for murder. Of course these agents
had to try and discredit her.

Nina Westbury on August 14, 2012 at 5:53 pm said:

In the “honey pots” article, they also slandered Alexandra in the most insulting and sexist terms,
implying she is a “bored American-housewife type” despite the fact that none of those things are
true. That’s character assassination and the last resort of a fraudulent organization desperate to hide
its true colors.

Mudiwa on August 12, 2012 at 5:11 am said:

I’ve researched everything that’s been posted and verified it was true.

I went farther to find what happened to the original Tripoli based Libyan World Mathaba so I could add
evidence that they existed. I am reconstructing what I can find to preserve it.

The Libyan Revolutionary Committees Movement
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http://rcmlibya.wordpress.com/

mathaba.net were working to turn everyone against the Libyan organization and they hit them when they
were down during the war when they couldn’t have spoken up for themselves.

http://www.mathaba.net/news/?x=627088
Screen Captures Of Articles. Click To Enlarge.

After reading the archives mathaba.net’s accusations that the RMC’s website was stagnant for years is a
blatant lie. They were posting until the end of June, 2011. I like their information. It doesn’t deserve the
condemnation it received from mathaba.net. There’s nothing tacky about it. It’s locally and internationally
relevant.

Their charter is different and I’d like permission to link my project with Libya 360 and Viva Libya.

Consider this a gift from your South African revolutionary sister keeping the Al Fateh flame alive.

Emerald on August 13, 2012 at 2:58 am said:

Kyle McDermott is problematic and openly hateful of African Americans. He’s listed as the author of the
mathaba piece on OpEn.
http://www.opednews.com/Diary/Kyle-McDermott-Articles-F-by-Kyle-McDermott-120729-91.html

Is he writing his own promotionals, hiding behind mathaba?

“The Occidental Quarterly
VNN’s very own Kyle McDermott, author of The Declaration of White Independence.”
http://www.vanguardnewsnetwork.com/v1/2005/1005archives.htm
“Rebel Yell,” by Kyle McDermott
http://www.vnnforum.com/showthread.php?t=21996

Veritas on August 14, 2012 at 10:39 pm said:

The link states the article is by Kyle McDermott so I would take it at face value.
“Kyle McDermott: Articles Featured on Mathaba News Network”

mathaba.net’s “nice” man wrote about Africans, African Americans, “Jews” women and
homosexuals:

“I say this to you now, White Southern man, neither to taunt nor berate you, but rather to make you
realize: unless we come together, as Whites, the day will come — and sooner than you think —
when Dixie is exclusively owned by, run for the benefit of, and inhabited by the Jewish-plutocratic-
”minority” triumvirate. Our posterity will be aliens in their own land and at the mercy of Jews,
plutocrats, and minorities.”

“Southern White man: Would you like to see Dixie as it will be in the year 2080? If you do,
visit sunny South Africa or zippy Zimbabwe. But there’s no need to travel all the way to the
land that evolution forgot; instead, try the ultimate hip-hop nation, Haiti or even jumpin
Jamaica or brackish Brazil. Hell, just take a walk through the old capital of the Confederacy,
Richmond, Virginia: the African preys upon our women; the Jew preys upon our mind.”

“Africa is the land that evolution forgot.”

“Sherman’s troops marched to the sea and Sherman tanks rolled into Berlin, and all we Whites have
to show for it is Arlington National Cemetery and a totally debased and perverted civilization. We are
literally hostages in our own land: the victims of the largest, most sophisticated home invasion in
human history. The Africans and Jews stood as one against Jim Crow and National
Socialism. The South African National Party, German nationalists, and American White
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patriots: ZOG has picked them off, one at a time and with surgical precision.”

“Now I ask you: Is this what you want for your White daughter? Is this what you want for your White
son?”

“White Southerners, I say to you that you have been mercilessly and viciously abused and
misused. In the name of racial self-preservation, you switched from the Democratic Party to
the Republican Party, in part duped by the siren song of Nixon’s ‘southern strategy’.”

“Your lands are being purposely and maliciously flooded with non-whites; your industries
are being exported; everything you hold dear is being systematically and intentionally
destroyed; your beautiful Southern belles are now the object of African lust and
lasciviousness: you have been denatured, housebroken, and emasculated by the Jewish
diseases of feminism, political correctness, and special constitutional rights for sodomites.”

“The System must be loosened up; our enemies must be made to know that they will pay a price for
their transgressions against our Blood.”

“But the White South will rise again! She will redeem her honor, our Constitution, our
Blood and our Race: our very right to live and evolve on this planet and Ascend to the
Stars!”

– All Quoted From Kyle McDermott

mathaba.net state,

“It seems it is fashionable to call white nationalists, progressive anti-zionists, and thinkers-outside-
the-box as “racists”, “fascists” and “nazis”.

Kyle McDermott, from his own statements, proudly declares himself to be a Nazi, white
supremacist, sexist, racist homophobe.

mathaba.net who publish material from these sources and have been doing so for years can apply
that label to themselves.

Hatemongers are incapable of “thinking outside the box”. They are narrow minded bigots lacking
empathy and an expansive vision that could comprehend, encompass, embrace and respect the
incredible and beautiful diversity that is humanity.

mathaba.net violate the tenets of the genuine Great Green Charter Of Human Rights Of The
Jamahiriyan Era.

All nations, all peoples and all national communities have the right to live freely,
according to their choices and the principles of self-determination. They have the right
to establish their national entity. Minorities have the right to safeguard their own entity
and heritage. The legitimate aspirations of those minorities cannot be repressed.
Minorities may not either be forcefully assimilated within one or several nations or
national communities.

The members of Jamahiriya society protect freedom. They defend it throughout the
world. They support the oppressed, and incite all peoples to face injustice, oppression,
explanation and colonialism. They encourage them to fight imperialist, racism and
fascism, in accordance with the principle of the collective struggle of people against
the enemies of freedom.

The members of Jamahiriya society, whether men or women, are equal in every human
respect. The distinction of rights between men and women is a flagrant injustice that
nothing whatsoever can justify.

Mudiwa on August 15, 2012 at 2:15 am said:

The more I dig into the Libyan Revolutionary Committees archives the more obvious the
divergence between their remarkable work and the bastardized propaganda of mathaba.net.

Mirrors of the genuine work of the revolutionary committees of Libya and Muammar Al
Qadhafi’s personal website should be created by every pro-Libyan activist around the world.
I’ve posted the links here.

Now the diabolical talons of mathaba.net have taken hold of algathafi.org expect destructive
changes. It already digresses from the original. To preserve his life’s work from these
imperialist, racist agents, I urge people to mirror it everywhere just as it was before his death.
Guard his work and make everything he left us available to everyone. You can still access the
different languages in the archives. Host it in your mother tongue.

Africa is the womb and cradle of high civilizations and extraordinary revolutionary movements.
Africans have a rich heritage to be proud of. Honor and defend real revolutionary movements
and leaders. Protect them from the savage clutches of imperialism.
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Mudiwa on August 16, 2012 at 9:36 pm said:

I hope readers get that there’s no connection and that mathaba.net have altered the RCM’s messages and
documents to suit their own propaganda. The original Libyan Green Charter is an example and it would be
worth examining the differences closely.

Alexandra Valiente on August 17, 2012 at 1:25 am said:

You have done a wonderful job Mudiwa. I think the focus needs to be on Libya exclusively and
that you are preserving these documents as an act of solidarity with the Libyan people and the
Libyan Revolutionary Committees Movement. I agree that we would benefit from examining the
difference between key documents. Those differences have nothing to do with better
translations. They are due to willful tampering and revisionism.

Thank you for keeping the Libyan websites alive until they can open again under Libyan
supervision.

Al Zahra on September 9, 2012 at 10:57 pm said:

Mathaba admit using British intelligence as their information source.

http://www.mathaba.net/news/?x=631297

They don’t have any sources in Libya except traitors! They were always in bed with enemy intelligence.

Mudiwa on September 24, 2012 at 1:25 pm said:

mathaba.net cut off resources to anyone who doesn’t pay and instead of posting about the crisis in
Libya they post pleas for money and large sums at that. And they use these appeals to hurl more
accusations of incompetence and base insults at Libya’s legitimate government and Saif Qadhafi,
blaming them for their dire financial straights.

Pacifists of Tunis, their current rabid dog vehicle of propaganda and vice, are no friend to Libya, just
petty shills for mathaba.net’s white supremacists as this article proves.

http://www.mathaba.net/news/?x=631564

“during the hyper-totalitarian war against Libya, the site was subjected to a very violent cyber attack
to which it responded in legendary manner unlike managers of the central site of the Libyan
government, Mathaba proved they are aware of the most sophisticated techniques to protect against
attacks by would-be censors. How not to admire such prodigies of resistance?”

They include a link to this article against Libya to continue their attack.

http://www.mathaba.net/news/?x=627182
2011/06/18

“JANA news agency changed its domain name, at least 3 times in as many years, and has almost
no audience as readers don’t know where to find it. WikiPedia lists it at one of its many former
addresses, http://www.jamahiriyanews.com which is now up for sale. Domain renewals ($10 a year)
may not have been not paid.”

I’m finding as I gradually restore what’s available of the Libyan Revolutionary Committees
website that JANA was as good as SANA and the only reason they were shut down was
because NATO bombed them out of existence!

Although they’re not in the internet archive I found French a source that saved a lot of JANA’s news
which is further proof of the high quality of work they did.

Saif bashing

“A radio station set up and apparently owned by Sayf-al-Islam al-Qaddafi, http://www.allibiya.fm is
offline, and the Libyan satellite channel’s web site http://www.allibiya.com has been defaced, and its
Facebook page taken over. Allibya.tv another domain for Sayf’s media empire is also offline.

Sayf-al-Islam’s Charity Foundation, which has changed its domain name also at least 3 times and
failed to build any audience, the latest listed as being http://www.gicdf.org is also offline, and the
Twitter and Facebook accounts of Sayf-al-Islam al-Qaddafi have also been taken over.

The hapless billionaire friend of the western elites apparently cannot manage anything on the
Internet, from a simple Twitter account which tracks American female singer friends, nor a simple
Facebook page, nor his organisation’s site, nor any of his many media web sites, he apparently
manages to keep nothing at all working.”
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This is disgusting. mathaba.net are hateful purveyors of lies and are nothing more than self-serving,
self-inflated frauds, traitors to the al Fateh revolution and the Brother Leader.

A'ishah on October 2, 2012 at 2:27 am said:

There’s a connection between the Fascists of Tunis attacks on Theirry Meyssan and mathaba.net’s not-so-
covert neo-Nazi agenda.

Thierry Meyssan is a staunch opponent of France’s National Front, a fascist, racist, extreme right-wing
nationalist organization.

This video has an interview with a Tunisian woman who describes her experience with the French NF.

They’ve been particularly harsh on citizens from North Africa which exposes the hypocrisy of the Fascists
of Tunis.

The French National Front is aligned with mathaba.net’s partner, Jobbik through the Alliance of European
National Movements.

Theirry’s other unforgivable crime in the eyes of mathaba.net Nazis and Fascists of Tunis is his open
homosexuality. He’s a tireless activist against discrimination.

Álvaro d'Escoto on October 7, 2012 at 9:58 pm said:

I knew about Mathaba but not the Pacifists (Fascists) of Tunis. Still shared their mailings. No more.

A'ishah on October 28, 2012 at 2:23 am said:

mathaba.net continue to publish disinformation that the Resistance murdered ambassador Stevens.

On this post Alexandra published the statement from the Resistance condemning the attack and denying
involvement.

They used an article from the Libyan Herald without naming their source and inserted derogatory remarks
about “lazy Libyans” while civilians in Bani Walid were being slaughtered.

“…Egyptians had been working in Libya due to the mass unemployment in Egypt while the Libyan
Jamahiriya had under- employment, with only lazy Libyans unable to find work but still having many state
benefits.” (link)

Jamahiriya News Agency on November 30, 2012 at 4:21 am said:

I responded to this comment by a twitter user who was reposting a link to a mathaba.net article against
Saif Qadhafi that pronounced the Libyan Revolutionary Committees officially dead.

Libya Qaida Head on Ethnic Cleansing, Bani Walid and Islamic `Emirate`: bit .ly/Sg32vT
Hatuxka @Hatuxka

@Hatuxka mathaba are not Libyan. They lie. The LRCM continues today. 
8:39 AM - 29 Nov 12

Bani Walid Pays The Price For Refusing To Accept The Mark Of The Beast
By Libya360 @libya360

By Gerald A. Perreira EXCLUSIVE TO LIBYA 360° It is a year since the brutal killing of Muammar Qaddafi and …Continue reading »

Jamahiriya News 

@JamahiriyaNews

WordPress.com @wordpressdotcom

Al Zahra on December 1, 2012 at 5:14 am said:

You can try posting a link to this discussion on twitter.
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The Libyan Revolutionary Committees Movement never ended.

The Libyan Green March the Libyan Revolutionary Guard and the Libyan Jamahiriya live on.

Saif was not and is not guilty of any crime against Libya or his father.

The official Libyan Government in exile has honored Saif. True friends of Libya would do the same.

Bani Walid has not fallen to the enemy.

Jamahiriya News Agency on December 1, 2012 at 6:30 am said:

Libya Qaida Head on Ethnic Cleansing, Bani Walid and Islamic `Emirate`: bit .ly/Sg32vT
Hatuxka @Hatuxka

@Hatuxka The truth about mathaba.net tinyurl.com/cj8fure
6:26 AM - 01 Dec 12

The Great Socialist People's Libyan Arab Jamahiriya vs Mathaba.net
By Libya360 @libya360

I have been profoundly concerned about mathaba.net 's report ing on Libya. My crit iques have focused exclusively on the ever-w idening chasm between the facts in Libya
and the imperialist  propaganda t...

Jamahiriya News 

@JamahiriyaNews

WordPress.com @wordpressdotcom

1
FAVORITE

Victoria on December 5, 2012 at 4:02 am said:

Libyan Eagle,

Just as bad was the promotion of propaganda from the Misrata militia leader that led the assault on
Bani Walid that said Bani Walid was already declared an Islamist emerite! Bani Walid will never fall!

Alexandra Valiente on December 30, 2012 at 4:57 am said:

I came in tonight to review comments that were kept back over the holidays. I decided to provide a
summary of stated concerns.

It was brought forward that mathaba.net posted a series of fraudulent statements written by Adam King,
presented as though they had been issued from the Revolutionary Committee Leader.

http://www.mathaba.net/news/?x=632056
http://www.mathaba.net/news/?x=632057
http://mathaba.net/news/?x=632058
http://www.mathaba.net/news/?x=632059

Whatever committee Adam King has appointed himself leader of, neither he nor his committee speak
for the Libyan Revolutionary Committees Movement or the Libyan Jamahiriya, either within Libya or
abroad. He has no authority and his organization is not recognized by Libyans.

He has called for a global conference on the Jamahiriya, which will have no impact on the actual
Jamahiriya and no official voices of the Libyan Jamahiriya will be present. It is merely shameless
financial opportunism.

http://www.mathaba.net/news/?x=632266

Scam Alert:

mathaba.net are seeking “…any person…ideally Libyan or connected to the Jamahiriya…willing to have
their name recorded as registration contact on behalf of the Jamahiriya or other legal entity…This is the
time for Green Libyans to prove they can do something…”

http://www.mathaba.net/news/?x=632082

This request is a snare and an insult. mathaba.net are seeking a Libyan fall guy.
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It is revealing nonetheless, proving they have no Green Libyan contacts.

Donations and aid convoys are urgently needed for Bani Walid.

Rather than throw cash at the enemies of the Libyan Jamahiriya, I encourage activists to connect with
Bani Walid directly and send whatever assistance they can.

pnmlibya@yahoo.com
S.C.W.T.Libya@gmail.com

Another way that you can help is by supporting Bani Walid’s campaign to gather evidence and circulate
their Appeal To The International Criminal Court.

Bani Walid News

Liwa Haris al-Jamahiriya on January 6, 2013 at 3:26 am said:

In the article from Infiltrators Exposed you have a link to “The Death of the Jamahiriya“.

The statement was allegedly made by “a Director of the World Centre for the Studies and
Researches of The Green Book and the Third Universal Theory, Tripoli, State of Libya, African
Union“.

This statement was not issued by us. It was written by the impostor with many names, Adam King.

This open declaration of war against the Brother Leader, his family and the al Fateh Revolution by
NATO collaborators and traitors to Libya and the Jamahiriya was published on March 2, 2011.

While they declared war against us Libya360 published our Brother Leader’s explanation of events
during an open meeting with the people.

Muammar Gaddafi Explains The Insurrection In Libya On The 34th Anniversary Of The Sebha
Declaration

Nisreen on January 7, 2013 at 3:09 am said:

Liwa Haris al-Jamahiriya I salute you.

How can it be that I read that document and totally missed this most important point? I want
to know everything the Brother Leader said in his speech that day. If anyone can get a
transcript in Arabic or English please post it.

I found a small segment taken from aljazeera and found something important.

The Brother Leader addresses concerns about media.

This is my rough summary:

“Every Libyan citizen should own their own newspaper, authority must be in the hands of the
people, we respect that.

Those who oppose the Green March newspaper have the right to do so because they only
represent one group.

If a news agency is owned by a group, an armed gang, even the Green March and Jamahiriya
News, these news outlets are owned by certain bodies and I am completely against them.

News should not be owned by any Revolutionary Committee either, only the people. All power
must be in the hands of the people. All media must be in the hands of the people.

I am not afraid of the Libyan people but I have warned of Al Qaeda, foreign agents and
infiltrators.”
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Go to the 11:00 – 15:00 minute portion for his remarks.

Since I can’t find any news agencies using these names except mathaba.net and considering
the Brother Leader refused to acknowledge them or respond to their attempt so contact him
and that he would not acknowledge their Green March, this must be what he’s referring to.
Correct me if I’m wrong.

Hakomi on January 7, 2013 at 12:01 am said:

These are revolutionary times. The old will pass away as the new emerges for the
greater good of all beings. We want Libya to rise again and to see a great healing
sweep across the nation.

Over the past year a series of Libyan owned websites are emerging, some on
facebook, some on other platforms, that are pro-Jamihiriya but not the voice of a single
group. My sense is that the LPNM won’t present themselves as one media voice but
will speak through many Libyan venues. Isn’t this more powerful and in keeping with
the principles of the authority being in the hands of the people?

The most creative thing we can do is support them and publish a list of their sites as a
reference so activists can access the authentic voices of the Libyan people and repost
their information in solidarity, which Alexandra has already been doing over the past
year.

Every website born is a victory over imperialism and this is encouraging to everyone
engaged in revolutionary struggles whose hearts are one with the people.

Alexandra Valiente on January 7, 2013 at 7:56 am said:

I have an understanding with my contacts that any time they would like to
take over the full management of these restoration projects, they are most
welcome.

alqathafi.org
Libyan Revolutionary Committees Movement
Jamahiriya News Agency

These were efforts we made to save valuable information and protect it from
loss or revisionism. The internet archives will not keep these files
indefinitely. It is our hope that all lost documents will eventually be found
and made available again.

We are interim caretakers, nothing more.

I rely on my contacts to provide accurate information on political prisoners,
critique my work, offer suggestions so I can work more effectively and verify
when I am in doubt as to the best way forward. It would be a mistake to
think I have built Libya 360 and Viva Libya alone. These websites are no
more mine than the three mentioned above.

I am encouraged by the new projects developing. I see an expansion of
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collaborative efforts and a greater awareness of a true revolutionary
community emerging as the confusion is finally swept away.

Elsa on December 31, 2012 at 11:16 am said:

Alexandra, the last comment in the queue also mentioned the false report circulated by mathaba.net:

“Researchers claim deal struck between NATO to have Qadhafi claimed dead to save face and declare
`victory  ̀while Libyan leader commits to general silence to
prevent ongoing destruction of Libya.”

It goes on to describe a fabricated report on DNA samples.
http://www.mathaba.net/news/?x=632243

Dr. Billah doesn’t exist. The agent they claim authored the DNA report is an al Qaeda operative in Europe
that works under numerous aliases.

What is the purpose of these continued efforts to deny the martyrdom of the great leader and his son if not
to conceal NATO’s crimes?

Muammar Gaddafi would never have agreed to such a deal. NATO’s destruction of Libya continued following
his assassination and is still taking place.

This kind of news incites further rampant persecution of Libyans suspected of being loyal to the legitimate
government and manufactures consent for extraditions and other crimes against the innocent.

Mudiwa on January 3, 2013 at 12:30 am said:

Another report from Dec.31.12 followed.

Muamar Kadafi pode estar vivo
http://www.mathaba.net/news/?x=632288

They state the Brother Leader is alive, leading the Resistance inside the country and implicate
Moussa Ibrahim as part of the disinformation conspiracy. Moussa Ibrahim stated that Muammar
Qadhafi was martyred, not alive.

Alexandra Valiente on January 8, 2013 at 2:40 am said:

Mudiwa,

The green march source and mathaba.net only have this image posted as their pathetic
proof.

The Resistance DID NOT circulate this photograph. Such statements are outright lies told
willfully, not out of ignorance, but spite.

The ICMP does exist.

The ICMP was deployed to Libya at the request of the puppet regime to identify remains
from the war and persons they falsely claim were murdered by the legitimate government
over the previous 40 years. They serve NATO and imperialist governments.

If you take time to investigate the connections of the present ICMP commissioners, the
steering committee, former members, the advisory team, etc., they are all linked to
intelligence agencies, the Bilderberg group, globalist think tanks and the Trilateral
commission.
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Not a single member of the Resistance has any doubt that Muammar and Mu’tasim were
murdered. Moussa Ibrahim made his statement weeks before their murder. Although it
was true then, it is hardly relevant now.

The continued propaganda campaign denying the murders ever took place are sadistic
and they torment those who are seeking justice and prosecution of the criminals
responsible.

They have been requesting a full investigation into the murders of Mu’tasim and Muammar
Gaddafi since they occurred. This has still not been done. They also requested the
bodies of Muʿammar al-Gaddafī, Mu’tasim-Billah al-Gaddafi and Abu Bakr Younis. The
NTC refused to surrender them.

Final Ceremony

Alexandra Valiente on January 8, 2013 at 2:08 am said:

There was an incredible rush of comments on this article in December after I had left for holidays. This
was by far the most read and commented article in 2012, with over 9,800 reads.

If anyone would like to add to this thread, please only post new information and include verifying links.

Thank you to activists who have taken time to mirror the information on other websites.

Nina Westbury on January 25, 2013 at 1:37 pm said:

Blum wrote that, at around this time, LaRouche’s Computron Technologies Corporation
included Mobil Oil and Citibank among its clients; that his World Composition Services had
one of the most advanced typesetting complexes in the city and had
the Ford Foundation among its clients; and that his PMR Associates produced the party’s
publications and some high school newspapers.[54]

Ask yourself: if LaRouche ever had ExxonMobil, Citibank and the Ford Foundation among his clients,
whose interests does he serve?

What does it say about Mathaba.net?

Groups like Exxon and Citibank stood the most to gain from the NATO Aggression against Libya, and
through the think tanks they fund, called for Libya’s destruction.

Veritas on January 27, 2013 at 7:42 am said:

The article the quote is taken from is only available on the NYT website:

Blum, Howard (1979). “U.S. Labor Party: Cult Surrounded by Controversy”, New York Times,
October 7, 1979.
http://query.nytimes.com/gst/abstract.html?
res=F70816FA3F5C11728DDDAE0894D8415B898BF1D3

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lyndon_LaRouche

Blum seems to be the only source linking the corporations, banks and foundations to LaRouche.

Some of Blum’s findings are in this article:
http://www.spiegel.de/spiegel/print/d-14331971.html

“Blum wrote that, from 1976 onwards, LaRouche party members were transmitting intelligence
reports on left-wing members to the FBI and local police. In 1977, he wrote, commercial reports on
U.S. anti-apartheid groups were prepared by LaRouche members for the South African government,
student dissidents were reported to the Shah of Iran’s Savak secret police, and the anti-nuclear
movement was investigated on behalf of power companies.”
http://www.rigorousintuition.ca/board2/viewtopic.php?f=33&t=14001&start=15

This is from the Heritage Foundation archive:
http://archive.org/stream/TheLaroucheNetwork/ia28_djvu.txt

LaRouche and the Patriarcha crime family
http://www.lyndonlarouche.org/larouche-organized-crime1.pdf

Libya 360° on March 24, 2013 at 5:29 am said:

This post has had an abnormal number of hits over the past week which has taken attention away from
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far more important news. I feel it is time to close the discussion. I will be archiving this post as a
document so there can be no further clicks to it.

Comments are closed.
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